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Seeking A Solution: The Talented Youth Of Ebony
The Community
Scholars Make Sure Their Voices
Responds After
Are Heard -- --------------------------------BayWalk Incident

Ronald Hill; USF-SP dean of the College of Business,
Carl Lavender, executive director of Boys and Girls
Clubs of the Suncoast, Inc. and co-sponsor of the
forum, city councilwoman Rene Flowers and Thomas"Jet" Jackson.
photo by Linda Young

by Linda Young
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG The arrests of 14 black
people after a brawl at
BayWalk during the lucra
tive monthly first Friday
night downtown festivities
caused a swift reaction.
Within two weeks, rep
resentatives of city govern
ment, downtown business
es and community groups
banded together and held
the first of a series of com
munity forums to address

the issue.
Last Saturday, the first
of several announced BayWalk Community Forums
co-sponsored by two inter
ested groups drew about 85
people to the activities cen
ter of the USF-SP campus.
The focus was on identify

ing problems, coming up
with possible solutions and
pinpointing who the appro
priate partners to imple
ment solutions are.
Co-sponsor Don Shea,
president of the St. Peters
burg Downtown Partner
ship, said the issue was
important because "down
town is everybody’s neigh
borhood.
Carl Lavender, execu
tive director of Boys and
Girls Clubs of the Suncoast, Inc. was the other
co-sponsor and said he
hopes that teens will turn
out for the next forum to
articulate what they want
and "to stand out and be a
model in the problem solv-

BayWalk
continued on pg. 6

R&B legend Smokey
Robinson to make
appearance in St Pete
this Monday!
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History.

by Linda Young
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG One thing he knows is that
when it comes to teenagers,
you have to know how to
listen.
Because he listened,
about 85 enthusiastic peo
ple spent an evening last
week listening to speeches
delivered by 10 of the

retired from his job with
the Pinellas County school
system, but he never retired
from educating children.
The students who delivered
their speeches to a packed
room at the Enoch Davis
Center last Wednesday
night belong to his Ebony
Scholars Program. A total
of 22 students participated
in this seven-week Toast
masters International Youth
Leadership Program.
Davis says he became
aware that his scholars
needed help in learning
basic speech making skills
accidentally about four
years ago when he asked
one of teens to give the
benediction at an event.
The boy agreed and then
failed to show up. Davis
said this uncharacteristic
behavior baffled him until
suddenly he realized that
the boy "didn’t show up
because he was uncomfort
able."
Then he reasoned that
perhaps it was a problem

teenage scholars that he

for others in his group of

The talented youth of the Ebony Scholars program participated in a seven-week
Toastmasters program. They include (left to right, back row): Rodericka Riley,
Rodrick Coleman, Sakira Hadley, Z’Keira Sims and Melanie Rogers. Left to
right front row: Justin Bauford, Dionysius Burton, Rosharra Francis, Michelle
Newton and Michael King.

Vyrle DaviS, Cheryl Ldng, Adele Jemison, Mozell
Davis and Ed Hannon
photos by Linda Young

nurtures.
A longtime educator,

Vyrle Davis may have

Ebony

continued on pg. 5

KINFOLKS Program Serves Community,
Helping To Increase Employability And
Strengthen Families----------------------by Linda Young
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Sometimes before you can
help someone else, you
need a little help yourself
and for one grassroots or
ganization that help arrived
in the form of a $60,000
grant.
That grant went to
Trade Reddick and her
grassroots organization, a
non-profit agency called
KINFOLKS, an acronym
for Kids in Need of Fami
lies Offering Love, Kind
ness and Support. Her orig
inal intent was to create a
pool of adoptive and foster
parents so each minority
child in the Pinellas Coun
ty foster care system had a
nurturing home.
Reddick’s grant is part
of a larger $474,000 grant
from the U.S. Department
of Labor (DOL). The grant
is to serve individuals in
Pinellas County who quali
fy for one or more reasons.
Those qualifications are
earning a low income,
being an ex-offender or
having a low proficiency in
the English language, said
Deborah Green, the direc
tor of educational services
for WorkNet, the agency
that reports to DOL.
Reddick’s new office is

(left to right): Winnie Foster; executive director of the Sojourner Truth Center,
Nancy Bostock; Pinellas County School Board Member, Trade Reddick; director
of KINFOLKS, Peter Bums; regional director of Pinellas Catholic Charities
Diocese of St. Petersburg; Tom Timko, program director for Catholic Charities.

in the Davis Bradley Build
ing at 1735 Dr. M.L. King
Jr. St. S. and houses the
Pinellas Bridge program
along with Westcare. That
puts her "where the target
population already is,"
Green said. Called Project
ACCESS, the idea is to "set
up many one stops," loca
tions where people feel
comfortable and can easily
reach to receive follow-up
assistance with employa
bility skills and other serv
ices.
Green said that DOL
required WorkNet to find
an intermediary to oversee
the grants and work
through the selected grass
roots agencies to serve the

Proudly standing outside of the new KINFOLKS
office inside the Davis Bradley Building are (left to
right): Boh Neri, director of Westcare, Reddick and
Paula Wynn, program support supervisor for
Bridges.
photos by Linda Young

target populations.
That intermediary is
Catholic Charities of the

KINFOLKS
continued on pg. 5
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Coach Carter
Inspires USF
Audience To
Achieve Academic
Excellence And
Maintain Integrity

Remember to always set high expectations for your
self, Carter told the audience.

Jackson at the "Coach Carter" premiere with
Ashanti and the real Ken Carter,

by Candace K. Clarke
Challenger Editor
TAMPA - "You’ve got
to fight," Ken Carter in
structed the crowd in front
of him, just as he had prob
ably done time and time
again as a basketball
coach.
Ken Carter, the inspira
tional figure behind the
movie, "Coach Carter,"
made an appearance last
Thursday evening at the
University of South Flori
da. A former high school
basketball coach, Carter
directed the audience to
persevere in their goals, to
invest in their future by es
tablishing • positive friend
ships, and to not expect life
to give them handouts.
Carter’s message was
clear: to achieve success,
you must take control of
your legacy.
As a guest of the 18th
Annual Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. celebration held at
the college, Carter’s ap
pearance was preceded by
the beautiful singing of the
gospel trio, Ordained, as
well as that of Minister
Marilyn Shaw, a senior at
USF. The entire event was
free and open to the public.
Days prior, USF offered a
free screening of "Coach
Carter" in its Special
Events Center, the same
location
for
Carter’s
speech. The film, starring
Samuel L. Jackson as Car
ter, follows the coach’s
determined efforts and the
eventual turnaround of his
athletes.
Carter, who now tours

the country as a motiva
tional speaker, became the
head basketball coach at
Richmond High School in
California in 1977. He
found that the students
struggled to excel both on
the court and in the class
room. After two years, Ca
ter shaped up the team, em
phasizing the importance
of education and making
each player agree to a con
tract for academic achieve
ment. He required that his
athletes stay off the streets
and maintain a 2.3 GPA to
stay on the team; the
school only required a 2.0.
It was in 1999 when
Carter really found
ilic
am
attention. With thy
on,
looking at a 13-0
catheir best start yet,
;en
demic contract is
bys 15 of the 45 pla < ■ >’ as
thh team looks U - irds
rter
state play-offs.
made the unpopul uecision to lock the team it of
sees
the . gym until h
face
grades improve. In
of criticism from ; . athletes, teachers a ,• m the
school administrate Carter stood by his ph. ophy
that "Average is just not
good enough. Period!"
With the next two
league games forfeited,
Carter didn’t even allow
practice to resume until his
athletes raised their stan
dards. Eventually, the team
finished the ’99 season 195, losing in the second
round of districts.

Carter
continued on pg. 5
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The Measure Of A Man: An Essay On
Manhood Written In Honor Of Rev- Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.-------- -------------- ---------by Richard Jones
A friend of mine once
read an immensely popular
book that claims to disclose
secrets about men every
woman should know. As I
listened to my friend di
vulge the book's "secrets,"
I could not help feeling that
there isn't anything secret
about its "secrets" and that
it is little more than com
monplace drivel about
appeasing emotionally dis
turbed, controlling, and
abusive males who just are
not recognized as such.
I later perused the book
and reached the same con
clusion as a reviewer who
stated succinctly, "If that
does describe your rela
tionships, much better ad
vice to you is: Stop hang
ing out with losers!" Ex
cellent advice, I thought,’
because a real man is not a
little boy trapped in a

"good" provider, a "good"
sex partner, a "good" fight
er, or just able to show a
woman a "good" time. It is
long after a man has been
judged on the basis of such
'cryteria' that serious con
sideration (usually too little
too late) is given to whether
his inner man is as good as
his public image.
Few people are wise
and patient enough to
measure a man by "where
he stands at times of chal
lenge and controversy."
Most people are content to
see that a man is "cool"
merely when he is selfindulged and self-satisfied.
Even women seeking male
partners do little or nothing
to learn how a man might
hold Up under the weltering
heat of adversity. Despite
die problems and perils of
having a fair-weather
friend or fair-weather

grown man's body looking

"lover," most of a man's so-

for a mother-figure. Nei
ther is his highest aspira
tion is to be a "benevolent

called friends and lovers
will have forged relation
ships with him without tar
rying to observe his charac
ter while he is enduring tri
als and tribulations.
Regardless, the most
important things about a
man are revealed by how
he conducts himself when
he is displeased, distraught,
or distressed. It is easy for a
man to get along with oth
ers and project strength of
character when he thinks
the going is good. It is easy
for him to have a great atti
tude when he thinks life,
kith, and kin are treating
him well. It is easy for him
to be Mr. Right when he
does not perceive that there
is anything wrong (with
him!). And it is easy to
allow ourselves to think
that favorable circum
stances is the. best light
under which to see a man
for who he is. But a man
who is always at his worst
during the worst of times
doth not a good man make.
A good man gives the best
of himself even during the
worst of times; even during
the most trying times of his
life; even when he is suffer
ing and struggling with the
issues of life. A good man,
that is, brings forth good

dictator" or King Kong of
his so-called castle. He
does not need his ego
stroked by subservient wo
men nor his alleged man
hood validated by engaging
in violence.
Indeed, as Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.,
wrote, "The ultimate meas
ure of a man is not where
he stands in moments of
comfort and convenience,
but where he stands at
times of challenge and con
troversy."
Alas, our society is one
in which a man is far more
frequently measured by his
looks, job, status symbols,
gift-giving, sex appeal, or
tough-guy exterior. As
noted in that venerated
anthology called the Bible,
people are all too inclined
to look on the outward ap
pearance when trying to
decide what manner of ihan
someone is. Consequently,
it is nearly always the case
that little more is expected
of a man than that he has
"good" looks, a "good"
wardrobe, a "good" job,
some or all of the most
fashionable
material
"goods," and that he is a

things from the good treas
ure of his heart regardless
of the situation.
Such is not common
sense. Most people believe
that hard times are excuses
for exhibiting character
flaws and weaknesses
rather than opportunities to
(show that one has) over
come them. Besides, the
logic continues, no one is
perfect, so it is only realis

violence from the same
man who at times does not.
In pleading his case, the
abuser might say some
thing like "that wasn't me,"
and his victim, for a time at
least, might agree. The
problem in such cases is
not just cognitive disso
nance, but a misunder
standing of1 the positive
roles conflict and crisis can
play in the maturation and

The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
tic and far more likely that
a man will "not be himself
under the stress and strain
of difficult and demanding
situations. So a man's act
ing "out of character" is
constantly overlooked and
forgiven inspite of the other
lives he wounds and
wrecks. He is a "good
man," they say, even
though he can be counted
on to make poor decisions
when he is under pressure
or just downright peeved.
Abusive men and their
victims tend to think that
way. And in the most
severe cases, both the abus
er and his victim complete
ly disassociate the man
who commits domestic

manifestation of a man's
character. Not only do we
need to understand that
hardships and personal
issues are no excuse for
putting others or ourselves
through hell. We also need
to understand that it is
more desirable and con
structive for us to learn
ways of transforming the
same into growing pains
and experiences through
which we empower our
selves to exhibit integrity,
sagacity, inner strength,
and noble intentions.
For most men in our
society this is a revolution
ary approach to conflict
resolution and character
recognition,
especially

The Weekly Challenger welcomes
Please E-mail

since it demands of each of
us a thorough and ongoing
reassessment of our sense
of self. We grew up think
ing that a "real" man does
not take any stuff and gets
his way by almost any
means necessary. We also
grew up thinking that the
more imposing, intimidat
ing, impervious, and inde
pendent we are, the more
people, especially women

your

the

Office

of

ers as well as themselves.
He becomes a light in dark
places because he is now
part of the solution rather
than part of the problem.
Richard
Jones
(www.iamrj.com) is a
writer living in Detroit,
Mich.

Letters to the Editor.

to: wceditor@tampabay.rr.com or

Comments Off at

and children, would think
of us as "the man." How
ever, a man who can only
resort to aggression is not
any more resourceful and
redoubtable than an inse
cure ignoramus who at
tempts to use vituperation
to cloak his vacuity and
limited vocabulary. That a
man must coerce others
into letting him have his
way does not mean he is
strong. It means that he is
too weak and insecure to
meet them on the level
playing field of equality
and mutual respect.
Dr. King's words of
wisdom behoove us to
remake and renew our
selves as men who are

magnanimous even when
our lives and relationships
are not magnificent - as
men who are charitable,
courteous, and chivalrous
not just when it is conven
ient, but even when it takes
all the positive energy we
can muster. He is attempt
ing to open our eyes to the
realization that true men of
stature are strong enough in
mind and spirit and secure
enough in ourselves to be
compassionate and consid
erate of others even in the
midst of confusion, crises,
and the crucible of unre
quited love; to admit and
amend our own faults as
well as forgive others; to
repay evil with good; to be
insulted but insult not; to
be angry and yet sin not; to
dialog rather than dictate;
to be deep enough to de
light in diversity and en
lightened enough to live
and let live.
Adopting such an ap
proach to dealing with ad
versity, a man distinguishes
himself from the great
mass and majority of mis
guided males who believe
kindness is a weakness. He
joins the company of cou
rageous men from around
the world who are no
longer fearful of being
friendly and fair through
thick and thin. He becomes
one with the true men of
distinction who recognize
and respect the dignity of
others, especially women
and children. He becomes a
man worthy of honor be
cause he consistently hon
ors the worth of others. He
becomes
outstanding
because he never leaves a
man, woman, boy, or girl
standing out in the cold of
injustice and insensitivity.
He becomes one of a few
good men who have learn
ed to seek the good of oth

You May Drop Your
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SARASOTA / MANATEE AREA
Sarasota Calendar Of EventsMaster gardener to answer questions at Jacaranda Library
What’s happening
• A Q and A session
with a master gardener
from Sarasota County Co
operative Extension
When is it happening
• 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.,
Thursday, Jan. 27
Where is it happening
• Jacaranda Public Li
brary, 4143 Woodmere
Park Blvd., Venice
Why is it happening

• A master gardener
answers questions and
addresses concerns.
Action for public to
take
• The class is available
on a first-come, first-serve
basis. Seats are limited, so
arrive early.
Contact for public
• Tania Angeloff, (941)
861-1270, tangeloff@sc
gov.net

‘Ask Jack’about com
puters at Jacaranda
Library
What’s happening
• "Ask Jack" computer
class with Jack Beale
When is it happening
•• 1:30 p.m., Friday,
Jan. 28
Where is it happening
• Jacaranda Public Li
brary
Why is it happening

• Ongoing question
and answer session for in
termediate-level computer
users.
Action for public to
take
• No reservations are
required, but space is limit
ed.
Contact for public
• Tania Angeloff, (941)
861-1270, tangeloff@sc
gov.net

There’s Still Time To Get A Flu Shot
Flu shot clinics available for those at high risk
Sarasota
County
Health Department and
their Flu Coalition partners
remind residents that
there’s still time to get a flu
shot. The flu season has not
yet peaked. Residents at
high risk for flu who may
have delayed getting a flu
shot this flu season are
urged to attend these up
coming flu shot clinics.
Working people at high
risk for flu — including
teachers, day care staff,
health care workers and
anyone living in a House
hold with a child age 3 and
under or an adult age 50
and older can take advan-

tage of late afternoon and
Saturday flu shot clinics as
follows:
• Thursday, Jan. 27;
11 a.m. - 4 p.m. - Engle
wood Sports Complex,
1300 River Rd.
• Thursday, Jan. 27; 2
- 6:30 p.m. (adult and
children’s flu shots will be
available) Sarasota
County Health and Human
Services Center, 2200
Ringling Blvd., auditori
um, Sarasota
• Friday, Jan. 28; 8:30
a.m. - 5 p.m. (Only adult
flu shots will be available)
- Whispering Sands, 1225
Avenida del Circo, Venice.

(For this clinic only, num
bers are. being issued and
can be picked up at the
same location prior to Jan.
28. For more information
or directions to the facility,
call (941) 922-4559.
• Monday, Jan. 31; 10
a.m. - 3 p.m. Tabernacle
Church, 4141 Desoto Rd.,
Sarasota.
• Tuesday, Feb. 1;
2:30 - 5:30 p.m. (adult
and children’s flu shots
will be available). Sarasota
County Health Depart
ment, Venice site, 7820 S.
Tamiami Tr., Bldg. B-2.
• Thursday, Feb. 3; 2
- 6:30 p.m. (adult and

children’s flu shots will be
available)
Sarasota
County Health and Human
Services Center, 2200 Rin
gling Blvd., auditorium,
Sarasota.
There are no appoint
ments for these flu shot
clinics, but the wait will be
brief. The cost for flu shots
is $20.
Pneumonia vaccina
tions are $35. Cash, checks
and Medicare B (for those
65 and older) will be ac
cepted. Present your
Medicare B card to get
the flu or pneumonia shot
at no charge.
Optima Health Ser-

City Of Sarasota And Sarasota
County Partner For Neighborhood
Leadership Academy-------------------------The City of Sarasota
and Sarasota County are
joining forces to help lead
ers of neighborhoods and
associations build a better
community. The 2005
Neighborhood Leadership
Academy will consist of
eight classes on a number
of topics of particular in
terest to citizens involved
in their neighborhoods,
including emergency pre
paredness, crime preven-

tion and redevelopment.
The Academy trains
community leaders in lead
ership styles; the art of cre
ating civic dialog at the
grassroots level; and meth
ods of promoting commu
nity health and wellness,
diversity, and sustainability
(the practice of using
today’s resources wisely so
that future generations
have adequate resources to
meet their needs).

The first class in the
series will be held from 9
am to noon, Saturday, Jan.
29, in the Emergency Op
erations Center (EOC) at
the Sarasota County Ad
ministration Center, 1660
Ringling Blvd., Sarasota. It
is entitled "Neighborhoods
+ Government = Partners
in Emergency Response."
The class will include an
overview of the Citizen
Emergency
Response

Team (CERT) program, as
well as hurricane (and
other disaster) prepared
ness and effective terror
ism response.
Seating is limited and
reservations are required.
For more information and
reservations call (941)
861-5827 or (941) 9542612, or e-mail cpilon@
scgov.net or anne.kelly@
sarasotagov.com

vices continues to provide
flu shots at their office by
appointment only. Call
(941) 747-1585 for an ap
pointment. Since that office
continues to receive nu
merous calls daily, resi
dents are advised to be per
sistent when calling.
The Sarasota County
Health Department contin
ues to provide children’s
flu shots to high risk chil
dren ages 6 to 35 months,
those children ages 3-19
years who have chronic
health conditions and chil
dren in households with
high risk individuals. Chil
dren under age nine who

are receiving influenza vac
cine for the first time need
a second vaccine at least
one month after the first
one. The cost is $10 for
young children and $20 for
high risk children ages 3 to
19. Only cash payment will
be accepted and parents
will need to file their own
insurance. Parents are
advised to call first as im
munization clinic days and
hours vary by location.
Telephone numbers are as
follows: Ringling Boule
vard location in Sarasota,
(941) 861-2784 and the
Venice site (941) 8613300.

Public health officials
continue to remind every
one to take these simple
steps to protect against flu
and flu-related complica
tions in anticipation for the
peak of Florida’s flu sea
son.
• Although pneumonia
vaccine is not a substitute
for the influenza vaccine, it
can help shield against
complications of the flu.
There is no shortage of
pneumonia vaccine.
• Ask your doctor if it
is appropriate for you to
receive the pneumonia* vac
cine.
• Cover your nose and

mouth with a tissue when
you cough or sneeze. Dis
pose of used tissues.
• Wash hands often
with soap and water, or an
alcohol-based hand cleans
er.
• Avoid close contact
with people who are sick
and avoid crowded areas
where people are likely to
be coughing and sneezing
and stay home if sick.
For more information
about flu shot availability,
call the Sarasota County
Health Department’s Flu
Information Line at (941)
861-2800 or visit the
www.scgov.net.

COMMUNITY BRIEFS
St. Petersburg
Celebrates 75 Years
Off Kids & Kubs ------ST. PETERSBURG The world renowned St.
Petersburg softball league
for players 75 and older
celebrates its 75th anniver
sary this season. The Kids
& Kubs will be honored
with a special tribute be
fore City Council on Feb.
10; and the public is invit
ed to a special family cele
bration on Saturday, Feb.
12.
That means that two of
the Kids & Kubs’ rookies
this season, Joe Arabia and
Jim Archey, were bom the
same year the "three quar
ter century" softball league
began play. Founded by
Evelyn Barton Rittenhouse
in 1930, the Kids & Kubs
have played every season,
November through March,
through the Great De
pression, World War II and
into modem times from
their waterfront home at
downtown’s 'North Shore
Ballfield. Honorary mem
bers include Babe Ruth,
Stan-the-Man Musial and
more. Along the way, the
club and its players have
been media favorites, fea
tured by the Today Show
and other news shows
throughout the decades.
At the 3 p.m. St.
Petersburg City Council
meeting on Feb. 10, Mayor

Rick Baker and the city
council will honor the
team by proclaiming Fe
bruary as "Kids & Kubs
Month." Former mayors
are invited, as well as some
of the club’s distinguished
alumni and relatives of
founding members. The
event will be televised on
WSPF-TV (Channels 35
broadcast/15 cable).
A giant, free commu
nity celebration is planned
for Saturday, Feb. 12 from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at North
Shore Ballfield, North
Shore Drive and Eighth
Avenue N.E. "Kids Day in
'the Park" will include car
nival games with a base
ball theme, prizes galore, a
Moonwalk and more.
Local Little Leagues will
participate, and food con
cessions will be available.
There will be a ballgame at
11 a.m., as the 80-year-old
members of Kids & Kubs
play the 85 and older play
ers. At 1 p.m., the Kids &
Kubs will play the "City
Hall Stars," comprised of
city elected officials and
staff, for this annual rival
ry. During the game, there
will be between-inning
contests, lots of giveaways
(including Thunder Sticks)
and plenty of fun for the
whole family.
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Advertisers

St. Petersburg Times Appoints
New Managing Editor--------------

Stephen Buckley

ST. PETERSBURG Stephen Buckley was re
cently appointed the new
managing editor of the St.
Petersburg Times.
Since Monday, Jan. 10,
Buckley, 37, began direct
ing the news operations
based in St. Petersburg and
oversee the day-to-day
news report. He is the first
journalist of color to as
sume this leadership posi
tion at the Times.
In making the an
nouncement,
Executive
Editor Neil Brown recalled
that, "Stephen first walked
into our newsroom at age
16, a high school intern
who turned a stint as a copy
clerk into a chance to write
stories for the sports pages.
Then, as now, those who
worked with him saw a
person of tremendous
promise, capacity and
strength."
While attending Duke
University, Buckley work

ed as an intern in the
Detroit bureau of the Wall
Street Journal and also as
an editorial writer for the
Philadelphia Daily News.
Upon graduation from
Duke, he joined The Wash
ington Post and spent the
first five years of his career
in local news, first as a
night cops reporter and
then covering education.
His work earned him two
assignments overseas, first
as Africa bureau chief
based in Nairobi, Kenya,
then Brazil bureau chief
based in Rio de Janeiro.
The latter stint came after
six months of intensive
study learning Portuguese.
In July of 2001, after
12 years with the Post,
Buckley returned home to
St. Petersburg, as a Times
national correspondent.
"In just his first six
months," Brown noted,
"Stephen produced’ enough
distinctive stories that he

won the Florida Society of
Newspaper Editor’s Paul
Hansell award, an honor
bestowed on the Florida
journalist deemed to have
that year’s best body of
work." In 2003, he became
Assistant Managing Editor/World, rebuilding the
Umes’ Washington bureau,
supervising the creation of
the Times 2 page, editing
major stories and projects,
and was, according to
Brown, "an important
voice in the conversation
about how to keep the
newspaper relevant and
interesting to readers."
Brown concluded his
announcement by stating,
"Stephen’s
credentials
stood strong amid a field of
outstanding
candidates
from both inside and out
side the Times. His easy
going, engaging manner
and clear passion for help
ing colleagues do their best
work led me to conclude
that this appointment is
very right for our Times.
Stephen’s appointment is a
great credit to our entire
organization and our belief
that investing in our staff is
the very best way to reach
our goals." •

Summer Seminars For
Teachers Available-------------------ST. PETERSBURG Florida teachers are invited
to apply for an all-expensepaid summer seminar at the
Florida Center for Teachers
(FCT) in St. Petersburg.
Each week-long seminar-is
a hands-on, experiential
program that takes teachers
into the field to explore
topics of interest: Asian
Religions, the Harlem Re
naissance, Sense of Place,
Ethics and Issues in the
Press, and Los Latinos.
Sponsored and conducted
by the Florida Humanities
Council, the FCT program
is open to all Florida teach

ers with a minimum of
three years teaching experi
ence.
e
Leading scholars con
duct each session and in
corporate visits to historic
sites, museums and com
munities of interest. Teach
ers meet and talk with
noted Flrida authors and
artists, and with communi
ty and religious leaders.
Whether it’s meeting
Buddhist monks or Islamic
imams in their houses of
worship, visiting Ybor City
immigrants in their social
clubs, or exploring the
shell mounds of early

Florida peoples, teachers
gain new perspectives,
increase their knowledge,
and retumto the classroom
with new resources.
Each seminar is limited
to 25 teachers - pre-K
through 12 - media spe
cialists and counselors
included. In-service credit
is available. Applications
and program descriptions
can be obtained from the
Florida Humanities Coun
cil Website at www.fla
hum.org or by calling
(727)553-3808.

“The friendliness
of the residents and
associates make THE

Fountains feel
home

like

instantly.**
Greg Bush

reg Bush, retired Fire Chief of St Fete, (left to right), and Bud
Kathan, Air Force veteran share a common interest of surfing the
web in the computer lab at THE FOUNTAINS AT BOCA ClEGA BAY,
from emailing friends to checking out current events around the world.
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TAMPA BAY AREA
THIS & THAT

Albertsons Celebrates
Black History Month With
Smokey Robinson

by Mabel Cooper

(823-6092)
LAVETRA CELE
BRATES BIRTHDATE
Chalk up another
birthdate for our good
friend Lavetra Flournoy,
who kicked off another
natal day celebration
Saturday, Jan. 22 at VFW
Post 10174 with an eye
arresting celebration.
Birthdate parties have
long been one of the great
all-American past times.
These parties can be ele
gant feasts, cozy gettogethers or with family
members only. Although
birthdate celebrations are
fun, the good time at
“Vee’s,” as she is called by
most people, was the tops.
The well-wishers, who
numbered about 75 to 100
at any given moment en
joying the celebration doing whatever like danc
ing, sippin’ distilled spirits,
eating food served from a
large, honest-to-goodness
table “groaning” under the
weight of lbs. and lbs. of
barbecued ribs andchicken
(yep, they served pigs feet)
all served with or laced
with a secret gourmet
sauce and everything ima
ginable to go with it. Pigs
feet have been raising cho
lesterol rates since before
anyone knew what choles
terol was. Now, we know
this, but we keep on eating
and enjoying them. Some
things I didn’t have, be
cause there wasn’t room
on my plate for everything.
When I finished eating, I
felt like jumping ship.
A friend of mine and I
joined in the fun early and
departed earlier than most
of the party-goers - to get
some sleefp. It’s one of the
few luxuries that’s free,
legal and non-fattening,
the activity Shakesphere
called the “chief’ nourisher in life’s feast.
The festive evening
was enjoyed by all who

were fortunate enough to
receive an “invite” by invi
tations only to the partee.
Natal day parties may
come and natal day parties
may go, but it takes a
mighty powerful one to
score higher than “Vee’s.”
She tossed a soiree that
will be hard to follow.
Spinning the sides was
“Bud,” whose given name
is Noble Copeland. He is
very good. In addition to
the current tunes, he play
ed the old and new tunes of
yester year. The crowd
loved it, and danced and
danced. Some of them will
make the Soul Train
dancers on TV sizzle. The
high spot of the evening
was the popular line dance,
played to the tune, “Happy
People,” which is what
they were.
It was, after all, a spe
cial occasion - a party to
celebrate “Vee’s” natal
day. While we were there,
everybody seemed to have
a wuunnnderful time
“Vee,” we ‘nubya!’
Hosting the celebra
tion was “Vee’s” auntie.
Bettye Davis. Catering the
soul food spread was
“Vee’s” friend, Trudy
Robinson, with a little help
from friends and relatives.
Some of the people I
said hello to were Ophelia
Johnson, Lawrence B
Nero, Barb Branch, Eddie
Burrer,
“Brok,”" June
Fuller, Wendell Cannon
and Christine Anderson.
Others enjoying every
minute of it were John T.
Baker, Jr., Patricia John
son, Leon Brothers, Mon
roe and Joan Ann Davis,
Elvira Haywood, Shirley
Utley, Renee Jordan
Christine Anderson anc
Maxine Robinson.
***

ST. PETERSBURG Legendary R&B artist
Smokey Robinson will
appear at Albertsons (3030
54th Ave. S.) on Monday,
Jan. 31, from 1-3 p.m.
The stop is part of
Albertsons promotion, in
partnership with Coca-

Cola, that celebrates Black
History Month by saluting
African-American vendors
who are making history in
the food manufacturing
industry. Robinson will
participate in the celebra
tion by sampling his "Soul

is in the Bowl Seafood

ST. PETERSBURG Road losses dogged St.
Petersburg College’s bas
ketball teams over the
weekend, but both squads
hoped to get back on a
winning track with home

games this week.
The men’s team lost to
Suncoast Conference foe
Pasco-Hernando Commu
nity College Saturday,
which put the Titans’ con
ference record at 3-2 - still
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filed a lawsuit over the
company’s "I’m the ghost
of Rick James, B—h” Tshirt, capitalizing on comic
Dave Chapelle’s catch
phrase that put the singer
back in the spotlight.
This week, BlackNews.com and BlackPR.com joined the fray by
lambasting the company
over the handcuffed baby
T-shirt that "insults the
black community across
the board,” the Californiabased
communication
firms said in a news
release.
They urged black folks
to contact the company and
insist they "stop the de
liberate and malicious ex
ploitation
of African
Americans.”
However,
not
all
blacks are offended by the
handcuffed baby image,
which is sold alongside
other garments poking fun
of homosexuals, Jews, 9-11 and Tsunami victims.
(Twenty percent of the
Tsunami T-shirt proceeds
will go toward the compa
ny’s Prostitute Petty Cash
Fund since low-cost Thai
12-year-olds are unavail
able, the site proclaims).
Don’t get caught up in
the hype, said Elihu Brayboy of the Pinellas County
Health Department’s Vio
lence Prevention Depart
ment.
"It’s just a T-shirt,” he
reminded blacks offended
by the handcuffed baby
image. "If it could unite us
in an effort to recapture the
sense of community spirit
that once existed in our
community, then I’d pay
the guy myself to make
that T-shirt.”
Clearwater. The Titans
Rather than protesting
then go on the road for
against the company games Saturday against
which
will
probably
Broward CC and Monday
increase sales as a result of
against
Southeastern
all the attention - Brayboy
College.
said blacks need to be
Wednesday, at Carpen
more concerned about
ter Complex just north of
whether their children can
the Clearwater Campus on
even read the T-shirt.
Old Coachman Road, the
"We need to focus on
Titans will welcome Lake
elevating them to a higher
City CC starting at 3 p.m.
level so that incarceration
The softball team,
won’t be a part of their fu
coached by Lance Lam
ture,” he said.
port, makes an out-of-town
The T-shirt on the In
start as the Titans play in a
ternet site is virtually a
tournament Saturday and
reality for some black
Sunday at Palm Beach CC.
boys, said Omali Yeshitela
But they’ll be at home the
of the Uhuru movement in
following weekend as
St. Petersburg.
hosts for the annual St.
"I question how all
Petersburg
College
these black people can get
Tournament. Games will
upset over a statement that
start at 9 a.m. that Saturday
merely reflects a reality
and Sunday at the Eddie
that is occurring right
Moore Complex - a mile
now,” he said.
east of SPC’s Clearwater
Yeshitela said the TCampus on Drew Street.
shirt mirrors national sta
All SPC home games
tistics that conclude black
are free.
males are more likely to go
to prison than college.

by Trade Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Sporting an afro, a diaper
clad infant in handcuffs is
depicted on a T-shirt with a
caption that reads: "Arrest
black babies before they
become criminals.”
"When will the mad
ness stop,” DJ Stu asked
while describing the T-shirt
to 95.7 listeners Tuesday
afternoon. "This is sick.
This is ridiculous. This is
straight-up tasteless.”
While some blacks
consider it a crime to sell
the $18 T-shirt, the Inter
net-based company adver
tising the black cotton at
tire advises critics to
"lighten up.”
"These shirts are com
edy, people,” owner Gary
Cohen wrote on his web
site, tshirthell.com. "Any
one who takes them seri
ously is ignorant.”
Nevertheless, there’s a
growing line of people
protesting the site some
deem as racist.
Not long ago, the con
troversial site was criti
cized for selling a t-shirt
about buying Christopher
Reeve’s wheelchair on
ebay.
Actresses Mary Kate
and Ashley recently filed a
lawsuit over a T-shirt that
stated: "I f—d the Olsen
twins before they were
famous."
Rick James’ estate also

SPC Basketball Teams Hope To Make
Up For Road Losses; Titan Diamond
Teams Ready To Start Their Spring

Until Next Write Around,
STAY LOOSE!

We are born with limitless potential. Help its make sure that we all have
the chance to achieve. Please visit und.orp or call 1-800-332 8623

Gumbo." He will also be
available to sign auto
graphs for fans. Addi
tionally, Albertsons and
Coca-Cola will announce
a donation to Wells’ Built
Museum of African Amer
ican History.

Prudential Financial is a registered service mark of The Prudential Insurance Company of

America, Newark, NJ and its affiliates.
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good enough for second
place behind Hillsborough
CC. The Titans play host to
Manatee CC in a confer
ence encounter on Jan. 27
at 7:30 in the St. Petersburg/Gibbs Campus gym.
The women’s team fell
to 1-3 in the Southern Con
ference following weekend
losses to Miami-Dade Col
lege and Broward CC. The
Titans, 8-10, have home
conference games coming
up in the SP/G Campus
gym - Friday at 6 p.m.
against Indian River CC,
then Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. against Hillsborough.
The campus is at 6605
Fifth Ave. N.
Meanwhile, the col
lege’s diamond teams are
ready to launch their spring
seasons.
The baseball team,
coached by Dave Pano,
will play Central Florida
Community
College
Friday at 3 p.m. in Jack
Russell
Stadium
in

Stir

Offensive T-shirts
In Black Community

"The jails are filling up
with black men and that
reality seems lost on the
people who are riled up
over a caption on a damn
T-shirt,” Yeshitela re
marked.
Still, a baby in hand
cuffs is not a laughing mat
ter to some blacks doubly
offended by the accompa
nying jingle: "Bad baby,
bad baby. What you gonna
do. What you gonna do
when they come for you.”
Asked Cohen: "What?
Dave Chapelle is the only
one allowed to do stereo
type humor?”
The crossover appeal
of the hip-hop culture has
resulted in the mainstream
adopting black expres
sions. As a result, the com
pany’s lackadaisical atti
tude toward the depiction
of a black baby in hand
cuffs raises the same ques
tion as to when is it OK for
whites to use the n-word,
Yeshitela noted.
The saturation of de
rogatory references of
blacks by black comics
gives people like Cohen a
"license to say” or adver
tise what they want on Tshirts, he said.
"When Dave Chapelle
makes a comment that
refers to his condition,
that’s one thing,” cautions
Yeshitela. "He’s speaking
as a victim. It’s totally dif
ferent when the oppressor
has the audacity to do
that.”
St. Petersburg resident
Ken Jones agreed.
"As a black male, I
think it is extremely offen
sive,” said the economic
develop coordinator. "My
experience is totally differ
ent than (Cohen’s) and
therefore our interpreta
tions of the T-shirt is going
to be totally different. I
don’t find anything funny
about that T-shirt.
"I think if a black per
son was selling a T-shirt
that had some sort of
derogatory reference to the
KKK or some other white
symbol, it would evoke the
same outrage.”
Others pitied the fool
brave enough to wear the
handcuffed baby T-shirt. .
"I’m not one to advo
cate violence, but I can see
how that T-shirt would pro
voke a negative reaction
toward the person wearing
it,” said Brayboy.
After a few moments
of meditation, he chuckled,
the "person offended by
the T-shirt would more
than likely end up arrested
and in handcuffs” thus ful
filling the prophesied mes
sage.

YOUR FEET ON THE S
Photographers of all ages and abilities are still
invited to participate in the 2005 “Feet on the
Street” Photo Project.

During the weekend of Feb. 4, 5 and 6, hundreds
of photographers will be snapping images of
Midtown, to be displayed throughout Midtown
in April and May. On Saturday, Feb. 5, a lively
streetfest is scheduled for 22nd Street S. from
9th to 15th Avenues. To pre-register as a photog
rapher, call (727) 898-8318. To become a ven
dor for the streetfest, call (727) 892-5078.

J

—

Are you
interested in writing for Th<
Weekly Challenger or
becoming one of our pho
tographers? If so, please
stop by the office or
call us at
(727) 896-29221
1.

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues

Performing Artists Ordained
photo by Candace Clarke

Carter
from front page
Carter’s lessons of ac
countability,
integrity,
teamwork and leadership
were not lost on the ath
letes, however. The. 15 stu
dents who had struggled
academically earlier in the
season ended up pursuing
college dream of their own,
attending community col
lege in a city where "you
are 80 times more likely to
go to jail than to college,"
said Carter.
From 1997 to 2002,
Carter was the consistent
driving force behind his

team, urging them to value
their education just as
much as their athletic
dreams. "All of the kids in
my basketball program
have gone on to college,"
he proudly added. Carter
had even offered to pay
from his athlete’s college
tuition if they didn’t re
ceive scholarships. "I’ve
never had to write one
check," he told the audi
ence..
From the team por
trayed in the movie, three
of the kids went on to play
professional basketball; 42
of the kids went profes
sional in life, said Carter.
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"I’m just as proud of them
as I am of the ones who
went pro."
A native of the small
town of Macomb, Miss.,
Carter said, "I’ve been
fighting my whole life you can’t be passive.
You’ve got to ball up your
fist and fight."
Two years after the
publicized lockout, Carter
again showed his determi
nation when he sought state
funding for desperately
needed computers, books
and supplies at Richmond
High. When he couldn’t get
the attention of state offi
cials, he spent three days
on a scooter, making his
way up to the state capital.
Shortly after all the public
ity from the trek, a truck
pulled up to the high school
with everything that was
asked for, said Carter.
As a further demon
stration of the benefits of
an aggressive approach to
life, Carter asked the USF
audience if they knew who
was on a fifty dollar bill.
When a young man raised

(left to right): Tina King; case manager of the YWCA housing support serv
ices, Tanika Coley; YWCA program coordinator, Reddick and Erin Baird,
grant administrator for Allegany Fransican Ministries.
photo by Linda Young

KINFOLKS
from front page

St. Petersburg Diocese and
Regional Director Peter
Bums called the concept of
KINFOLKS "exciting."
The WorkNet grant
allowed KINFOLKS to ex
pand their Project FREE
DOM
that
originally
sought to reunite incarcer
ated mothers with their
children to include fathers.
In addition, they extended
services to any Hispanics
or low-income St. Peters
burg residents who are
either seeking first time
employment or re-entering
the workplace.
The key to a strong

ster, com or the American
family is a job.
The Director of West Job Bank for work. In addi
care, Bob Neri, said that tion, Reddick can pinpoint
when someone wants to get other services in the com
sober, for many they often munity to help them and
don’t know how to live give them that information.
During the open house
without drugs or alcohol.
"This is not rehabilitation, last Friday, Reddick ex
it is habituation, they never cused herself to answer
had it together and need to questions from the third
be taught," he said. That is person to walk in for help
where Reddick fits in, to the new office. She told
because the main thing is to the woman that she needed
get a job. "Our people are a copy of her driver’s
good at getting jobs, not license and social security
card to verify personal his
good at keeping them."
In Reddick’s office, in tory requirements on the
dividuals can come any WorkNet form. Also,
weekday and receive help Reddick told her if she was
with their resume or use on public assistance, she
one of two computers to did not have to verify in
search WorkNet, Mon come by producing pay

YWCA of Tampa Bay
Holds Yard Sale------TAMPA BAY - The
YWCA of Tampa Bay will
hold a yard sale on Satur
day, Feb. 12 from 8 a.m.
until 2 p.m. at their corpo
rate headquarters located
at 655 Second Ave. S., St.
Petersburg.
The sale will contain a
variety of items including:
bikes, furniture, books,
clothing, household items,
electronics and jewelry.
All reasonably priced!
Donations are being
accepted for the sale. All
donations may be dropped
off at the St. Petersburg
location between the hours
of 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m., Mon

day through Friday. For
larger items, pickups can
be arranged by calling
Kelly at (727) 896-4629
ext. 10.
The YWCA of Tampa
Bay is collecting used cell
phones to raise money for
various community based
programs. Please bring
your used cell phones to
the yard sale and help sup
port the YWCA.
For more information
on the YWCA of Tampa
Bay or its programs, please
contact the Community
Relations office at (727)
461-2997 ext. 22.

his hand and wasn’t shy to
approach when told to
come to the stage, Carter
awarded him with the
money.
Remember to always
set high expectations for
yourself, he told the audi
ence. To be successful in

life, you have to rise above
and beyond, Carter said.
"You have to do more than
what you’re paid for as an
investment in your future."

stubs because she was
already labeled by the
Department of Children &
Families as "low-income."
That is how seamless
the one-stop application
process is.
Under the grant guide
lines, Reddick said KIN
FOLKS must secure one
other grant and serve at
least 1,800 people, placing
200 or more individuals in
jobs before the ,end of next
December. In return, Green
said that KINFOLKS, and
the other two grassroots
organizations, receive help
to build their capacity to
serve that includes equip
ment, help with writing
another grant, and assis
tance in bookkeeping and
payroll.
Although Reddick is
the lone employee now and
depends on volunteers for
staff, she expects her
organization to grow now
and is excited about the
help. Known as a writer for
The Weekly Challenger,
Reddick said that for sever
al years she had to put her
non-profit agency "on a
backburner."
Now, with this grant,
she says she is going for it
"and hopefully it will all

work out." With a grin,
Reddick said that the grant
and broad support that
came with it were "better
than what I expected."
"This is going to be
such a great collaboration,"
because Reddick will have
Catholic Charities and the
arm that they support, said
Debra Lyons, outreach
training specialist for
Catholic Charities.

Ebony
from front page

high school juniors and
seniors. Davis said that to
succeed in life, and as the
future leaders of America,
these youth must have the
proper skills. That includes
an ability to do impromptu
speaking.
His teens now learn
those skills in a program
that is part of Toastmasters
International. Volunteers
Cheryl Long and her hus
band Ed Hannon made the
long drive from their Port
Richey home every Thurs
day night to teach the
class.
Sponsored by the Club
Raytheon Chapter of
Toastmasters International
(who provided workbooks
for the students), the teens
learned other leadership
skills including how to
conduct
a
meeting.
Hannon said that the first
time the teens stand up and
talk they are just petrified.
"There is something
about doing something that
most people fear more than
death and getting through
it and doing it, then you
can do anything," Hannon
said. It helps even if they
just have to stand up in
class and talk or give a lit
tle presentation because
they know what they are
doing. He added that there
is a noticeable difference
in the teen’s posture at the
end of the seven-week pro
gram.
Long said that the stu
dents learn hand gestures,
how to vary their voice, a

Office

little about parliamentary
procedure and brainstorm
ing in groups, and how to
evaluate other speakers.
"It instills confidence
in our youth when they are
able to get up and speak in
public," said Pearl Brossard Bryant, who helped
present the awards. While
some teens have a natural
gift for speaking others are
nervous and she enjoys
watching the "growth pro
cess" with the youngsters
and having them "share
their lives” and "share who
they are" through their
speeches. Most of all Bry
ant said, "to see a child de
velop intellectually is a
magical gift."
In the crowded room
were many adults unrelat
ed to the youth, some of
them were busy profes
sionals or business owners
with other places to be that
were less magical. They
included Dr. Leroy Mc
Cloud, Ernest Williams,
the Rev. Clarence Welch,
David Welch, Johnny
Welch, Mary Brown, Dr.
Paul McCrae, Adele Jemi
son, Cedric Gardener, Ce
cil Keene, Watson Haynes,
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Jenkins.
"Aren’t they wonder
ful?" a visibly excited
Hannon asked those near
him midway through the
speeches.
Indeed each speech
was wonderful and provid
ed assurance that the future
of America will be safe in
the hands of its future leaders.
However, one speech

actually sparked a promise
of change.
In that speech, Mela
nie Rogers said it would be
better if the school board
was "more concerned"
about on increasing the
dismally low graduation
rates of minority students
instead of allowing stu
dents to be suspended from
school for alleged viola
tions of a school dress
code so ambiguous that
even two assistant princi
pals at her school disagree
on what violates it.
After the event, Pinel
las County School Board
member Mary Brown told
The Weekly Challenger,
"We are going to do some
thing about the dress code
but most of all we are
going to do something
about the education."
The Ebony Scholars
who participated include:
Addon Barnett, Justin
Bauford (presenter), Dion
ysius Burton (presenter),
Rodrick Coleman (presen
ter), Neidra Covington,
Rosharra Francis (presen
ter, Sakira Hadley (presen
ter), Jessica Hartley, Kris
tina Hollingsworth, Ken
dra Holmes, Kincy Alex
andra, Michael King (pre
senter), Louis Murphy,
Michelle Newton (presen
ter),
Pershae
Paulk,
LaQuail Powel, Andrew
Reid, Rodericka Riley
(presenter), Sequoia Ringgold, Melanie Rogers (pre
senter), Joia Saylor and
Z’Kera Sims (presenter).
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Cedric Gordon is a 23 year veteran of the
department.
ST. PETERSBURG—
ast Friday, the St. Petersjrg Police Department
inounced that Cedric F.
ordon, a 23 year veteran
ith the department, would
jcome the next assistant

chief.
Along with Gordon,
three others were promoted
last week. They include
Melanie J. Bevan (Major,
District Major, District II,
Uniform Services Bureau),

Donnie Williams also received a promotion.

Donnie Williams (Major,
Youth Resources Division,
Investigative Services Bu
reau) and Michael L. Mc
Donald (Assistant Direct
or, Administrative Ser
vices). Williams is also

African American.
The promotions and
assignments which will be
effective Jan. 31. A recog
nition ceremony will be
held on Feb. 25 at the Bayfront Center Sun Pavilion.
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Judge Stringer Youth Pre-Law
Conference Scheduled for
Feb. 4 at Stetson University
College of Law

Judge Thomas Stringer

GULFPORT - The
Judge Thomas Stringer
Youth Pre-Law Confer
ence will honor the achievements of the first
black graduate of Stetson
University College of Law
and encourage minority
students to pursue higher
education and the legal
profession. The program is
set to begin at 10 a.m. Feb.
4 in the Carey and Florin
Courtroom of Stetson’s
Gulfport campus.
Stetson has teamed
with local high schools for
the conference to mark Na
tional Minority Law Stu-

dent Recruitment Month.
"Stetson University
College of Law is commit
ted to increasing opportu
nity for students of all
backgrounds to pursue the
dream of a legal education.
We are working hard to in
crease the number of peo
ple from underrepresented
minority groups in its stu
dent body," said Assistant
Dean of Admissions Pame
la Coleman. "We want to
send a strong message that
they are encouraged to
attend law school."
During the conference,
Stetson deans, professors

Don’t Miss Out On
The 47th Annual
Ebony Fashion Fair!

and students will tell visi
tors about the experience
of entering law school.
There will be a mock trial
led by Stetson’s nationally
ranked trial team.
Judge Thomas E.
Stringer Sr. will speak to
the students. Stringer grad
uated from Stetson . in
1974. After graduation,
Stringer served in private
practice, the Hillsborough
County Court and the 13th
Judicial Circuit Court.
Gov. Jeb Bush appointed
Judge Stringer to Florida’s
Second District Court of
Appeal in 1999.
The day is sponsored
by the Admissions Office,
the Stetson chapters of the
Black Law Students Asso
ciation, Hispanic Bar As
sociation and American
Bar Association. National
Minority Law Recruitment
Month is funded with a
grant from the Law School
Admission Council to raise
awareness of minority re
cruiting issues facing law
schools.

Open. Enrollment For Healthy
Kids Program Ends On Jan. 30
The Healthy Kids pro
gram offers affordable,
quality health insurance for
children whose parents
can’t afford private health
coverage. Children en
rolled in the program re
ceive regular doctor’s vis
its, immunizations and

dental appointments at a
monthly premium geared
towards affordability for
working parents.
Applications for open
enrollment are available to
download on the Internet at
www.healthykids.org/
application. To find out

where families can obtain
an application in their
community, log on to
www.healthykids.org. For
more information, please
call
1-888-540-KIDS
(5437). Applications re
ceived after Jan. 30 will not
be processed.

Naomi Tutu To Headline USF
St. Petersburg’s Black History
Month------- ---------------------- ~'

ST. PETERSBURG The Ebony Fashion Fair,
scheduled for 8 p.m. Mon
day, Jan. 31 at the Mahaf
fey Theatre (400 First St.
S.). The show is being
sponsored by the ladies of
the Zeta Upsilon Omega
Chapter of Alpha Kappa

ture new, exciting designs
by the likes of Givency,
Bob Mackie, Hanae Mori
and black designers such
as Fusha and Kate Mack.
Tickets are $30. For
more information, please
call Lisa Brody, public re
lations chair, at (727) 871-

Alpha Sorority, Inc.

2265.

ST. PETERSBURG Nontumbi "Naomi" Tutu,
daughter of South African
Archbishop and Nobel
Peace Prize laureate Des
mond Tutu, will kick-off
Black History Month at
USF St. Petersburg’s
Opening Ceremonies Feb.
1 at 6:30 pm in the Campus
Activities Center.
Tutu, a race and gender
activist, will present Striv
ing for Justice: Searching
for Common Ground based
on her vision that there is
still much to do to eradi
cate centuries of racial
oppression in South Africa
and around the world. The
event is free and open to
the public and is sponsored
by the City of St. Peters
burg Martin Luther King
Jr. Endowment and USF
St. Petersburg Multicul
tural Affairs.
Tutu is the associate
director of the Office of
International Programs at
Tennessee State University
and founder of the Tutu
Foundation, which helped
award scholarships to

South African refugees

"Live It Up!" will fea-

from 1985-1990. These
efforts helped refugees
learn skills to make them
self-supporting while in
exile and prepare them for

Nontumbi “Naomi” Tutu
constructive roles in the
free South Africa.
Bom in Krugersdorp,
South Africa, Tutu has a
bachelor’s in Economics
and French from Berea
College in Kentucky and a
master’s in International
Economic Development
from the Patterson School
of Diplomacy and Inter
national Economic De
velopment at the Univer-

sity of Kentucky. She was
awarded an Honorary
Doctorate by the Universal
Orthodox College of Ogun
State, Nigeria in 1985.
Tutu has taught courses on
development; gender; and
education in Africa, at the
Universities of Hartford,
Connecticut and Brevard
College in North Carolina.

MAOKSBN HEWITTGet A Money Now Loan’

City councilwoman Virginia Littrell and Deputy Mayor "Go" Davis were in
attendance.

BayWalk

Mary Ann Azner said
she never felt threatened
from front page
by teens at BayWalk, but
has felt threatened by the
ing."
The fight that caused protesters, who make her
the concerned reaction oc feel uncomfortable drop
curred Jan.,? 7, and began ping her kids off for a
with two adolescents arid movie there. "We need to
spread as older teens and make safe environments
^adults joined the fray, in for them in our society."
stead of breaking it up.
Theresa Jones said
One concerned citizen, concerns of racial profiling
•Maria Scruggs Weston prompt her to warn her 14^brought up the point that year-old son to be careful
the fight was apparently an and if approached by po
isolated incident.
lice at BayWalk to be sure
Despite that, the re and say "yes sir" constant
sultant brawl and caused lyjitters in part because of
While Nnamdi Lum
■the perception that such umba, a concerned father,
trouble threatens the crown representing the Interna
jewel of downtown com tional Peoples Democratic
merce. Specifically, that’ Uhuru Movement, stated
some adults may feel he simply, won’t allow his
threatened by youth and son to go to Baywalk.
stop patronizing BayWalk.
Although the city has
Also during the forum, recreation centers with
Several individuals men teen activities, many times
tioned the 1996 riot that teens want to neither hang
rocked St. Petersburg.
out at organized activities
On the other hand, nor stay close to their par
some black residents stated ents. Jones was among
shat the fear of unwarrant several who mentioned
ed racial profiling by po that teens go to BayWalk
lice caused them to worry because it is "cool" and
about allowing their chil "the place to go." Speaking
dren to patronize even the as a mom, she also said
movies at BayWalk. While any viable alternatives for
Mother participants com- teens needs to be easy to
.plained about aggressive get to or within walking
tactics by anti-war protest distance.
ers at BayWalk that make
However, one partici
them feel unsafe to go pant stated the real prob
there.
lem was what she called a

narcissist culture that sepa
rated itself into activities
and places for adults and
didn’t value children. His
panics are the largest mi
nority and are. family ori
ented said Kelly Zoraida
Brandon. She identified
herself as Hispanic and
called for making the
downtown more family
friendly and friendly to
different cultures.
The participants sepa
rated into groups to brain
storm and, identify prob
lems, solutions and who
should be involved. They
briefly presented their con
clusions that included a
mall for teens patterned
after a successful venue in
Philadelphia.
After the forum this
Saturday, the sponsors will
submit a report to the city
on their findings. Then
there will be another forum
to bring all the ideas and
solutions together and try
to formulate a plan.
On an upbeat note, at
least one participant felt
the forum helped start a
process and he looked for
ward to the forum next
Saturday at St. Petersburg
High School (2501 Fifth
Ave. N.). It is scheduled
from 10 a.m. to noon.
"We need direction
and a process," said Eric
Green. "Everyone has to
win at the end."

Locally Omed and Operated

Webb's Plaza
Midtown
3S5 8th Street South
(737)838-1321

Blockbuster
Center
5004 34th Street South
(727) 864-3925

Gulfport
Square
5006 Gulfport Boukmrd
(727)321-1091

NEW February 2005 Wain Mart Superstore, 3501 34th Street S.

PLATINUM
GOLD
OVER 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN PINELIAS COUNTY

MOBILE AUTO DETAILING
YouVe tried the Rest. Now try the Best!
"WE COME TO YOU"
Home Phone 726-0877 , Mobile Phone 710-2744
Owner - Falencia Robinson
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Community Empowerment
Opportunity - Adult Role
Model Project--------------------------TAMPA BAY - Is it
more than just "The Talk"
about the "Birds and the
Bees" or "Puppy Love?"
Talking with children about sexuality is not easy.
There are a lot of messages
about sex all around
them—in movies/TV, mag
azines, and music. Sex is
used to sell everything
from clothes to cell
phones. From basketball
court talk to gossip in the
mall, our kids hear it all.
Unfortunately, much of the
information kids get is not
useful or accurate and can
be very misleading.
Planned Parenthood of
Southwest and Central
Florida is committed to,
empowering parents with
the knowledge, skills, and
resources needed to help
kids make responsible de
cisions about their lives.
Based on this commitment,
the People of Color Advi
sory Council of Planned
Parenthood is initiating a

new Adult Role Model
Project (ARM) in the
Midtown community.
The Adult Role Model
Project is designed to train
a community leader to pro
vide outreach to parents in
their own community and
support them in empower
ing their children to under
stand their choices and
how to make responsible
decisions. The first stem in
this process is to recruit
four outgoing, independent
and committed members of
the Midtown community to
facilitate programs in small
gatherings of parents and
grandparents. These pro
grams will include infor
mation about parent/child
communication, healthy
sexuality and strategies for
teen pregnancy, HIV and
STD prevention. The re
quirements are a high
school diploma/G.E. D., an
open mind and a desire to
learn and teach others. The
ARM representatives will
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be paid while attending
extensive training from the
Planned Parenthood Edu
cation Team in healthy,
medically accurate sexuali
ty education, group facili
tation, and communication
skills. After receiving the
training and curriculum
each ARM representative
will be paid to set up, coor
dinate and facilitate free
parent workshops at vari
ous convenient locations.
These workshops focusing
on sexuality and other sen
sitive topics will be de
signed to empower parents
with factual knowledge
and "real life" communica
tion strategies to offset the
misinformation their kids
encounter on a daily basis.
Are you a good com
municator? Do other peo
ple in the neighborhood
come to you for advice on
childrearing? Do you want
to continue empowering
others in your community
to make healthy choices
and get paid for it? If you
answered "Yes" to all of
these questions or if you
know of someone who
qualifies, contact LaWanda
L Walker, Director of
Diversity at (727) 8984930 or Lawanda.walker@ppfa.org. Applications
are available and accepted
until Feb. 18.
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EDUCATION
College Tuition Is
Increasing, Lock In
Now! —--------------------

Health Day At Eckerd College Focuses On
Understanding Cancer -------------------------- —
ST. PETERSBURG Designed for those with an
interest in understanding
the many facets of cancer,
but without the medical
training to understand, the
first "Health Day: Under
standing Cancer" presented
by the Academy of Senior
Professionals at Eckerd
College (ASPEC), will be
held on Saturday, Jan. 29,
from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., at
Lewis House on the Eckerd
College campus, 4200 54th
Ave. S.
Physicians affiliated
with H. Lee Moffitt Cancer
Center and Research In-

stitute, St. Anthony's Hos
pital, Bayfront Cancer
Center, Gulfcoast Oncolo
gy Associates, and Memo
rial Sloan Kettering Cancer
Center will give brief pre
sentations addressing all
issues related to cancer:
"Understanding Cancer What is it? Who gets it?
Why do they get it?"; "Di
agnosis and Treatment of
Cancer - Chemical, Radio
logical, Surgical, Alter
native;" "Zeroing in on
Cancer - Causes of Malig
nancy, Breast Cancer, The
Impact of Cancer" (a sur
vivor's viewpoint).

A $10 charge covers
lunch, refreshments, and
the entire day of presenta
tions. Please call Pam
Jones at (727) 864-8210 or
e-mail her at jonespj@eckerd.edu for reservations.
Space is limited.
' Among the participat
ing physicians include:
• Dr. John Khosh (ret.)
- board certified in obstet
rics
and gynecology;
founding member of the
American Holistic Medical
Association; affiliated with
Cleveland Clinic.
• Dr. Martin R. Klem
perer (ret.) - director of

bone marrow transplant
services, All Children's
Hospital, St. Petersburg,
FL; professor of pediatrics
at Harvard Medical School,
University of Rochester
School of Medicine and
USF College of Medicine.
• Dr. Robert Joseph
Miller - medical director,
The Cancer Care Center,
St. Anthony's Hospital and
Bayfront Cancer Center;
authored several publica
tions on cancer patients in
hospice care.
• Dr. Michael A. Paglia
(ret.) - attending surgeon,
gastric and mixed tumor

service and breast service,
Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center, NYC, NY;
St. Vincent's Medical Cen
ter, Richmond, NY.
• Dr. Jeffrey L. Paonessa - board certified in in
ternal medicine and med
ical oncology; affiliated
with Bayfront Medical
Center, St. Anthony's Hos
pital, Edward White Hos
pital.
• Dr. Sean S. Tedjarati assistant professor and
international cancer liaison
in the department of sur
gery, divisions of Gyne
cologic Oncology and Can-

cer Control and Prevention
at USF, H. Lee Moffitt
Cancer
Center
and
Research Institute; spear
headed screening and treat
ment program for cervical
cancer in Southeast Asia;
president and co-founder
of the Cardea Foundation
for Women's Health and
Human Rights in Central
America.
• The Academy of Sen
ior Professionals at Eckerd
College (ASPEC) is a com
munity of active retired and
semi-retired professionals
from a wide variety of
backgrounds.
Founded
almost 25 years ago as one
of the first centers for life
long learning, it thrives on
a collegial culture with
deep respect for other's ac
complishments, needs and
plans. Members believe
that every stage of life can
scholarship/essay contest be one of rejuvenation, en
application kit, official richment, accomplishment
cover form and list of FAR
District Vice Presidents.
FAR’s statewide schol
arship awards program is
open only to high school
seniors who reside in the
state of Florida and plan on
continuing their education
at a college, university,
technical school or other
institution of higher learn
ing. Children of licensed
real estate practitioners are
not eligible for contest
entry; nor are children
whose parents are em
ployed by any local Realtor
board/associations or by
the Florida Association of
Realtors.

Planning For College? The Florida
Association Of Realtors Offers A Total Of
$41,000 In Scholarship Awards----------- -----ORLANDO - Florida
high school seniors: Are
you filling out college ap
plications and poring over
potential scholarship pro
grams? Then make plans to
enter the Florida Associa
tion of Realtors’ (FAR)
2004-2005 Scholarship/
Essay Contest for High
School Seniors for a
chance to win up to $6,500
in scholarship funding.
Entering the contest is
easy.

Students

write

a

typed, double-spaced essay
— 500 words or less — on
the topic, "How Does a
Realtor Professional Bene
fit the Community?" This
topic allows students the
freedom to write about the
wide range of Realtor pro
fessionals who work in a
variety of fields, including

residential brokerage, com
mercial brokerage, indus
trial and office brokerage,
farm and land brokerage,
real estate appraising, pro
perty management, land
development and real estate
counseling, to name just a
few of the general special
ties. Or essays may address
such points as the benefits
of homeownership to soci
ety, or to families on a per
sonal level, or how the sell
ing of commercial real
estate encourages econom
ic growth.
"Every day, Florida
Realtors work to improve
their neighborhoods and
strengthen their communi
ties," says 2005 FAR
President Frank Kowalski.
"There’s no better way to
invest in a better future

than by helping young peo
ple achieve their dreams.
We’re proud to support a
scholarship program — now
in its fifth year - that pro
vides a total of $41,000 in
scholarship awards to de
serving students to help
them continue their educa
tion."’
The scholarship pro
gram benefits students
from across the state, with
prize money going to both
the first- and second-place
essays in each of the Asso
ciation's 13 districts in the
state. Students turning in
the top district-winning es
says will each win a $1,500
scholarship prize while the
second-place entries will
each receive a $500 schol
arship award. The 13 dis
trict-winning essgys will go

on to compete to win three
$5,000 FAR scholarships
on the statewide level, for a
total of $41,000 in scholar
ship awards. All essays,
along with an official Essay
Cover Form, must be sub
mitted no later than Friday,
March 25, 2005, to the
Florida Association of
Realtors, 7025 Augusta
National Drive, P.O. Box
725025, Orlando, FL,
32872-5025.
Check with the high
school guidance office to
obtain an application kit
and essay cover form for
FAR’s 2004-2005 Scholarship/Essay Contest for
High School Seniors. Or go
to the media section of
FAR’s Media Center Web
site, (http://media.living
.net) to download, the

Florida Job Corps Students Serve Their
Communities -————---------- --------------Florida Job Corps Centers donated 16,293 hours to volunteer projects in 2004
Florida Job Corps stu tions and contributed 3,736
dents displayed their tal hours of community serv
ents and skills as well as ice in 2004. Volunteer pro
their love for their commu jects included: assembling
nities by contributing care packages for the
16,293 hours of communi homeless, assisting with
various blood drives and
ty service in 2004.
Whether
stocking organizing donation cam
shelves and distributing paigns for homeless fami
food to the needy with lies in the Gainesville area.
United Way, assisting the Throughout the year,
American Red Cross with Gainesville JCC worked
local blood drives or even with organizations such as
volunteering for civiq.beau- the American Red Cross,
tification, students at the Florida Department of
four Florida Job Corps cen Children and Families,
ters (Gainesville, Home Habitat for Humanity and
stead, Jacksonville and LifeSouth Blood Center.
The Homestead JCC
Miami) put their job skills
donated
1,306 hours of
training to use and made a
lasting impact in the com service to the community.
Students and staff worked
munities around them.
"Job Corps has been with organizations like the
making a difference in the Trinity Church of Home
lives of our students and stead to renovate the facili
our neighbors since its ties, the Isaac Withers En
founding 40 years ago," richment Center to create
said Job Corps Atlanta and deliver Thanksgiving
Region Director Don Scott. food baskets and the Coral
"Giving back to the com Reef Nursing Home to read
munities where our centers to and spend time with the
are located is one of the residents. Other projects
most important things we included various communi
do as a program each year." ty cleanup and park im
Students at the Gaines provement projects, visits
ville JCC worked with to local elementary schools
nearly a dozen organiza- for mentoring opportunities

and facility maintenance
assistance for the Humane
Society.
Jacksonville JCC con
tributed 3,272 hours of
community service during
2004. Students assisted in
the renovation of an apart
ment building to provide
access for the handicapped,
tutored and mentored stu
dents at the St. Clair Evans
Academy and canvassed
neighborhoods to generate
a high voter turnout for the
November elections. The
Jacksonville JCC also
worked with the Jackson
ville Zoo, Jacksonville
Sheriff and Health De
partment and Shands Hos
pital, among others during
the past year.
The Miami JCC led all
Florida centers with 7,979
hours of service hours in
2004. Miami JCC students
used their carpentry skills
to help Team Metro with
home renovations and
highlighted their landscap
ing abilities by helping
organizations like the As
sociation for Retarded Ci
tizens with landscaping and
the creation of a butterfly
garden. The Miami JCC

also assisted with the sort
ing and distribution of do
nated goods for Haitian
hurricane relief, creation of
Murals for United Way and
the organization of a holi
day food drive for families
in need.
"Job Corps has been
making a difference in the
lives of the nation’s youth
since its inception, and it’s
vital that we teach our stu
dents the importance of
giving back to their com
munities," Scott said.
"This year we are celebrat
ing our 40th Anniversary,
and there’s no better way to
commemorate this occa
sion than by making a dif
ference in the communities
that have provided support
and encouragement to each
of our centers for the last
four decades."
Job Corps students
nationwide represent one
of the largest volunteer
forces in the United States.
Collectively, the 19 centers
in the Southeast (Job Corps
Atlanta Region) donated
more than 101,119 hours of
community service in
2004.
Projects in the region

include:
• Blood drives with the
American Red Cross
• Providing support for
The Salvation Army
• Beautification proj
ects for Make a Difference
Day
• Various fund-raising
events with local schools
and churches
• Cleanup projects for
Adopt-a-Highway
• Walk-a-thons benefit
ing various organizations
(March of Dimes, Leuke
mia Society)
• Visiting the elderly in
nursing homes
Job Corps is celebrat
ing its 40th Anniversary
from. September 2004 to
September 2005.
Job
Corpis is the nation’s largest
and oldest federally funded
job training and education
program for disadvantaged
youths ages 16 through 24.
At 122 centers nationwide,
the program trains 65,000
youth each year in more
than 100 different trade
areas. For more informa
tion about Job Corps, call
(800) 733-JOBS or visit
http://jobcorps.doleta.gov.

Florida Prepaid enrollment ends

Monday, Jan. 31
TALLAHASSEE
With the Florida Prepaid
College Plan, Florida fam
ilies can lock in the cost of
college right now and
avoid paying the 7.5 per
cent hike in university
tuition recommended this
week. But time is running
out to secure these cost
savings for newborn chil
dren through. the 11th
grade. The application
deadline for this year is
Monday, Jan. 31.
The Florida Prepaid
College Plan is financially
guaranteed by the State of
Florida, so it is a safe,
affordable way to save for
college. § This year, the
tuition plan prices start as
low as $23 a month for the
two-year community col
lege plan and $75 a month
for the four-year university
plan.
The prices vary
based on the type of plan
and the age of the child.
Once enrolled, the plan
payments are fixed and

never increase. Sign up
now and your first pay
ment is not due until April
2005.
When the child is
ready for college, the pro
gram covers the actual cost
at any Florida public uni
versity or community col
lege, or the value of the
plan may be transferred to
most private colleges in
Florida, select technical
schools and most out-ofstate colleges.
To qualify, the child or
the child’s parent/guardian
must be a Florida resident.
Anyone, including parents,
grandparents, friends or
even businesses, can pinchase a plan.
Don’t let another year
go by and pay more for
what you can get now! To
enroll
online,
visit
www.florida529plans.com
or call 1-800-552-GRAD
(4723) for an Enrollment
Kit and application.

SIMPLIFYING
YOUR BILLS

doesn’t have to be complicated.
Our Equity AssetLine is the first step.
Got bills piling up? It may be time to simplify. An Equity AssetLine from Regions Bank allows you to use

the equity in your home to combine all those bills into one. So you have one single monthly bill with one

single payment. A really tow interest rate with no closing costs; And you may even write oft the interest

on your taxes. Now, isn’t that simple? Call 1-8GO-REGIONS or visit our Web site at www.regions.com to
team more about our Equity AssetLine.
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STATE NEWS
Florida A&M Trustees Choose Alum As
Interim Leader----------------------------------------bv Brent Kallestad
Associated Press Writer
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
(AP) - Florida A&M
trustees unanimously chose
a member of the Board of
Governors as their interim
president after months of
uncertainty in the wake of
financial and administra
tive missteps.
Castell Bryant, a Flori
da A&M graduate who
once also served as a
school trustee, was picked
to succeed Fred Gainous,
who was fired earlier this
year after just over two
years on the job.
“It's great to be coming
home," Bryant said. “I
think what we need to do is
reclaim our position as a
real leader and build on
moving forward."
The trustees decided
that she will not be eligible
to serve in a permanent
capacity.
Bryant, 66, took the in
terim job on Jan. 3. The
native of Jasper becomes
the first woman to head the
historically black school in
its 117-year history.
“They have faith in my
ability," Bryant said after
her selection. “They be
lieve I can transfer what
I've learned other places to

Castell Bryant, a Florida A&M graduate who once
also served as a school trustee, was picked to succeed
Fred Gainous.
Memorial College in Mia
this site."
In taking the position, mi and at the downtown
she had to resign from the Wolfson Campus of Miami
Board of Governors, which Dade College.
Gainous was fired
oversees operations of the
state's 11 public universi Sept. 28, 2004, eight
months after he pulled the
ties.
Bryant spent six years plug on an ill-fated effort to
as president of the North move the football’program
Campus of Miami Dade into NCAA Division I-A
College and recently re ranks. Also, this spring, the
tired as president of the Mid-Eastern Athletic Con
Medical Center Campus of ference stripped the univer
the college. She also was sity of 11 conference titles,
interim president at Florida including two in football,

as punishment for 196
NCAA rule violations.
Gainous returned to a
tenured teaching position.
A review ordered by Gai
nous found that the
school's construction bud
get was off by more than $3
million, it did not bill the
federal government for $3
million spent from a grant
program and about $1.5
million in surplus money
was used to pay contractors
who had never been paid.
Additionally, two ex
workers were charged in
2003 with diverting more
than $21,000 from finan
cial aid to themselves.
Gainous, who blamed
accounting mistakes for the
misplaced $3 million in
construction
dollars,
brought in a new vice pres
ident for finance from
neighboring Florida State
University to help unravel
the problems.
The financial issues
date back at least 20 years.
Students then were attend
ing classes without paying
tuition and had unaccept
able delinquency rates on
repaying federal loans, a
state auditor general report
disclosed in 1983.

Student Loans Interest Rates On The Rise
Interest rates are at an
all time low (2.875-4.33).
However, the current rates
will increase dramatically
by July 1 of this year. Rates
can go as high as 8.0• 8.25.
Why pay more interest than
you have to. Act now
before time runs out.
Students and alumni
are not aware of the many
options that they have
available. This is where we
come into play. Educated
Financial Solutions, Inc. is
a student loan debt man
agement consulting firm.
We assist graduating sen-

iors, alumni, drop-outs, and
parents with Stafford
Loans understand the real
life impact this particular
debt obligation will have
on their future. Our servic
es include debt manage
ment presentations as well
as one-on-one consulta
tions. Many are not aware
of their rights that will pre
vent them from delinquen
cy and default. These
include their right to defer
ment, forbearance, forgive
ness, and consolidation. We
will work with you to have
a repayment solution that is

affordable, and if neces
sary, we can help you tem

come highly recommended
by students, financial aid

porarily postpone repay

staff, and parents. Don’t

ment.
We will be happy to
consult with you and give
you a free loan analysis.
Many borrowers do not
realize the seriousness that
delinquency and default
can have on their credit. We
can assist with this as well
to help improve your credit
score. If you have bad cred
it, and you have student
loans, we are here for you.
We have over 9 years
of experience, and we

put student loans on the
back burner. Higher inter
est rates can cost you thou
sands of dollars.
Visit us on our web
address at www.Educated
fs.com, or call us (727)
865-3688. Out of area
callers call us at 1-877977-3374 ext.' 104 or 105.
We will be happy to pro
vide you with free excel
lent service.
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Need to Lower Your Student Loan
Payment?
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Pay your loans off with one phone call.
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B-CC Mourns The Passing Of Dr. Marion
Speight
DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla. - Dr. Marion Speight,
a former Bethune-Cookman College language pro
fessor whose unparalleled
62 years of service spanned
back to the days of College
founder Dr. Mary McLeod
Bethune, passed away
Thursday. She was 87.
Known
as
"Ma
Speight" to her students
and colleagues, Dr. Speight
joined the faculty in 1942
and served under the
College’s first four presi
dents - Dr. Bethune, Dr.
James Colston, Dr. Richard
V. Moore,and Dr. Oswald
P. Bronson Sr. until her
retirement in 2004.
"Dr. Speight was an
icon at Bethune-Cookman
College," said College Pro
vost Dr. Ann Taylor Green,
a colleague of Dr. Speight
for 36 years. "Her influ
ence on thousands of stu
dents will always be leg
endary. She was loved and
highly respected by stu
dents, graduates, and co
workers alike."
Speight served as an
Associate Professor of
Modem Language in the
College’s School of Hu
manities Fine Arts. She
was noted as an outstand
ing linguist, and was active
with the Florida Teachers
for Foreign Languages and
the American Association
of Teachers For Decades.
"She has left a legacy

Known as "Ma Speight" to her students and col
leagues, Dr. Speight joined the faculty in 1942 and
served under the College’s first four presidents - Dr.
Bethune, Dr. James Colston, Dr. Richard V. Moore
and Dr. Oswald P. Bronson Sr.
not only in the School of
Humanities and Fine Arts
and
Bethune-Cookman
College, but the entire edu
cation community" said Dr.
Johnson. Akinleye, Dean of
the College's School of
Fine Arts and Humanities.
"Through her longevity
and dedication, she proved
to be a role model for all of
us,” said Dr. Louise Rose
mond, now retired as Chair
of the School of Hu
manities and President of

the College’s Women’s Ad
visory Board. "She was so
dedicated and so support
ive of every program at the
College. She put in count
less "hours and asked for
nothing in return."
Dr. Rosemond recalled
that Dr. Speight’s office
"resembled a museum"
with pictures of her former
students and their accom
plishments after gradua
tion.
"Students would bring

their children to meet her,”
Dr. Rosemond said. "And
then they’d bring their
grandchildren as well."
She earned the Bache
lors of Arts degree in Mod
em Language from LeMoyne University and the
Masters of Arts degree in
French from Atlanta Uni
versity. She received the
honorary Doctor of Hu
mane Letters from Beth
une-Cookman in 1990.
As the College’s long
est serving faculty member,
Dr. Speight received nu
merous honors and awards
from both the College and
the National Alumni Asso
ciation.
"I feel fortunate that I
had the opportunity to meet
an esteemed educator such
as Dr. Speight,” said Col
lege President Dr. Trudie
Kibbe Reed said. "Though
we are saddened that she is
no longer with us, we can
celebrate a remarkable life
and career. I can envision
Dr. Speight and Dr.
Bethune together looking
down and smiling upon
their great work."
Funeral arrangements
are pending. Thompson
Funeral Home,- 901 Dr.
Mary McLeod Bethune
Blvd., Daytona Beach, is in
charge of arrangements.
For more information, con
tact (386) 253-1651.

Cocoa’s First Black Mayor, Rudy Stone,
Passes------------------------------- - ----------------by Purvette A. Bryant
COCOA,
Fla.
Rudolph V. “Rudy” Stone,
Cocoa’s first black appoint
ed mayor, blazed a path for
civil rights, education,
community service, social
graces and businesses
throughout Florida and
Brevard County.
Stone, 74, was sur
rounded by family when he
died in his home on New
Year's Eve at the Stone
Funeral Home complex in
Cocoa.
Hundreds attended his
funeral at First Baptist
Church of Merritt Island to
honor the man who many
fondly knew as “Rudy,” an
outspoken Cocoa City
Councilman, who served as
an advocate and liaison
between government and
the community where he
grew up.
Stone, the commanderand-chief of Brevard’s first
black funeral company and
a member of the Greater St.
Paul Baptist Church in
Cocoa, always demanded
excellence when serving
the bereaved, family mem
bers and staff told the audi
ence.
He and Rev. W.O.
Wells, Sr., pastor of Greater
St. Paul Baptist, led civil
rights protests throughout
Brevard County, integrat
ing drug store lunch coun
ters, beaches, restaurants,
movie theaters and more.
Wells' described Stone as a
gifted mortician and a
humanitarian.
“'God blessed Rudy,”
said Wells, who eulogized

Dr. Rudolph V. “Rudy"
Stone, civil rights
activist, city councilman,
entrepreneur and presi
dent of Stone Funeral
Home In Cocoa, Fla.

his friend. “All of his
accomplishments
were
done to please God. What
is the true object of life?...
If I can help somebody
with a word or a song. If I
can show somebody that
they’re traveling wrong ...
Then, my living will not be
in vain.”
Stone, known as a civil
rights warrior, was active in
political, civic and commu
nity affairs for more than
50 years. He legally fought
at-large voting in Cocoa
and won single-member
districts,
which
gave
minorities an opportunity
to win a seat on the city
council.
During Stone’s funeral,
newly elected Cocoa May
or Michael Blake read a
proclamation and lauded
the politician as a trailblaz
er that paved the way for
others. Stone was appoint
ed mayor pf Cocoa in
1995, and previously
served as a Cocoa city
councilman and vice-may
or, and a member of the
city’s
Redevelopment
Board. The activist im-

proved minority relations,
said Blake, 45, the first
black elected mayor in
Cocoa and Brevard County
after winning a landslide
victory in all districts last
year.
“This man has paved
the way for me and oth
ers,” Blake said. “Brother
Stone thank you for paving
a way for other elected offi
cials... He was a bridge
builder for all of us.”
Other dignitaries and
elected officials who at
tended Stone’s “home go
ing service” include Flori
da's first black U.S. District
Judge Alcee Hastings, who
is Stone’s cousin; Dr.
Maxwell King, former
president emeritus of
Brevard Community Col
lege; Dr. Joe Lee Smith,
provost of Brevard Com
munity College Titusville
Campus and a Rockledge
City Councilman; Kendall
Moore, local attorney and
Rockledge City Council
man; Hugh Brown, a
renown entrepreneur and
banking enthusiast; a host
of clergy and members of
the Florida Mortician Asso
ciation.
Maxwell King applaud
ed Stone's accomplish
ments and his dedication to
education, politics and
community
service.
Among Stone’s many at
tributes, he possessed an
eye for detail and a strong
sense of professionalism,
said Dr. Harvey Lee Riley,
pastor of Mt. Moriah
Baptist Church in Palm
Bay.

“He was an old friend
who helped families with
dignity and professional
ism that touched me so
deeply,” Riley said. “Rudy
Stone looked at the details.
Were the lights in the right
places? He liked to see
coordination of colors,
especially brown and tan.
His professionalism was
superb.
“Rudy was bom with a
silver spoon in his mouth
as well as a platter. He
shared what he had with us
and never sought to look
down on anyone. He had a
way of shaking hands and
not leaving your hand
empty.”
Stone was bom on Oct.
13, 1930 to Richard Enoch
Stone and Daisy Brown
Stone in Cocoa. He was
mamed to his loving and
devoted wife, Jan Stone.
This union was blessed
with one son, Rujaie Stone.
Rudy Stone was the father
of 12 children, three of
which preceded him in
death.
After attending public
schools in Brevard County,
Rudy Stone attended pri
vate schools in Eatonville
and Ocala. He also attend
ed Atlanta College of
Mortuary Science, Carver
Junior College, University
of Michigan and Brevard
Community College where
he graduated with an asso
ciate of arts degree.
Stone was recognized by
Florida Today newspaper
as one of the seven most
outstanding people in
Brevard County.
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Tom Joyner’s 2-5 Fantastic Voyage To
Set Sail
More than $1 million will be raised for black colleges as new ship
embarks on Caribbean Island Adventure

Scheduled entertainers include singers Gerald and Eddie Levert, as well as come

dian D.L. Hughley.
DALLAS (PR News- with a purpose sets sail
wire) - Tom Joyner, popu from San Juan, Puerto Ri
lar host of America's No. 1 co. Partnering once again
urban radio program, has a with Royal Caribbean
couple questions for you: Cruise Lines, this year the
Would you prefer to be voyage will take place on
hovering over a smoky, hot the new Adventure of the
grill on Memorial Day or Seas. For the very first
partying all night long on time, the cruise will make
one of the world's largest stops in St. Lucia, St.
cruise ships in the middle Maarten and Barbados.
of the Atlantic? Obviously,
"Listen, there’s no
the choice is clear. Joyner cruise like this on earth,"
is planning on seeing you said Joyner, host of the
on the 2005 Fantastic 'Tom Joyner Morning
Voyage.
Show', "...that's right, on
Now in its sixth year, earth! Our fans will have
the adult-only seven-day, the time of their lives and
six-night cruise, will set will be partying with a pur
sail from May 29 to June pose. The more who people
5th. The ultimate party who sail with us, the more

kids who will be going to
college."
The cruise annually
raises more than $1 million
for the Tom Joyner Foun
dation, which provides
scholarships to help keep
students in historically
black colleges and univer
sities, or HBCUs. Since
1998, the foundation has
raised more than $25 million and helped thousands
of students stay in school.
This- year, the cruise
will feature a star-studded
line-up, including Cedric
the Entertainer, D.L. Hugh
ley, musical guests Eddie
(The O'Jays) and his son,
Gerald 'Teddy Bear' Levert,

Brian 'Gemini' Knight,
Regina Belle and Tyler
'Madea' Perry. Activities
include everything from a
'y ou-won't-believe-itunless-you-see-it' beach
party, a Mardi Gras Party
that rivals any Fat Tuesday
event, poolside games, Bid
Whist, Dominoes and in
formational, instructional
and inspirational seminars.
This year's sponsors in
clude Royal Caribbean
Cruise Lines, Southwest
Airlines, Anheuser-Busch,
Procter & Gamble, Autozone, BC Powder and
REACH Media Inc. Of
course, there are likely to
be all sorts of surprises...
because 'there ain't no party
like a Tom Joyner party
because a Tom Joyner party
don't stop.' Passengers can
book their cabin today at
BlackAmericaWeb.com
(http://blackamericaweb.co
m) or calling (972) 980SAIL (7245). "What'chu
waiting for?" Joyner asks.
"Don't get left out. Get
your cabin now."

Georgia’s First Black Republican
Lawmaker Doesn’t Seem So Lonely
ftflg*

Willie Talton, left, of Warner Robins, became the first black Republican state
lawmaker in Georgia since Reconstruction when he was sworn into office earlier
this month.
AP photo
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by Kristen Wyatt
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA (AP) - As
Georgia's
first
black
Republican legislator since
Reconstruction,
Willie
Talton isn't out to make his
tory.
After being sworn into
office earlier this month,
Talton was immediately
surrounded by reporters
and well-wishers asking
what he wanted to accom
plish in the Georgia
Legislature.
His answer wasn't
about breaking barriers, or
becoming the first black
so-and-so.
“We need to see some
road work in the county,"
Talton said, referring to his
district of mostly-white
Houston County near the
center of Georgia.
Which was a pretty
good indication of how
Talton thinks. He seemed
almost dazed by all the fuss
over him, unsure why peo
ple are so surprised that a
black man would be a
Republican or win office
unopposed from a majori
ty-white district.
Talton is among the
first black Republicans to
serve in a Southern legisla
ture in the modem era. At
least four Southern states Kentucky, Louisiana, Mis-
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Plan To Desegregate Baltimore Public
Housing Generates Familiar Old
Complaints - And New Praise________
bv Foster Klug
Associated Press Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) A judge's ruling to desegre
gate public housing by
moving its mostly black
and poor residents to the
suburbs - a plan similarly
proposed and rejected a
decade ago - seems to be
generating the same old
resistance, and, surprising
ly, some cautious new sup
port.
The ruling by Judge
Marvin Garbis came Jan. 6
in a 10-year-old civil rights
case in which the judge
decided Baltimore “should
.not be viewed as an island
reservation for use as a
container" for the region's
poor.
The case covers 14,000
families, but officials have
said not all would move nor would huge groups
move into small neighbor
hoods.
“Relative to the popu
lation of the region, we are
talking about grains of sand
on the beach," said plain
tiffs' attorney Andrew
Freeman.
But officials from near
by suburban counties did
not mince words.
A Carroll County offi
cial derided the ruling as
“social engineering." One
in outlying Anne Arundel
County called it: “judicial
activism at its most dubi
ous."
But in suburban How
ard County - where houses
carry an average sales price
near $400,000, among the
most expensive in the

region - there has been a
cautious embrace of the
plan.
“It's not fair that we
have one area that will be
responsible for providing
the bulk of affordable hous
ing," housing director
Leonard Vaughan told The
Associated Press. “If we
have a situation where the
only affordable housing is
in the city, if it's carrying
the load for the region, then
that's not fair."
Vaughan said many
working-class families in
the suburbs can't afford the
expensive homes being
built - and he welcomes
any plan that might benefit
poor people, wherever they
live.
Shanna Smith, presi
dent of the National Fair
Housing Alliance, said sub
urban whites are often
afraid city transplants will
bring increased crime,
devalue property and force
schools to divert resources
to children who speak for
eign languages.
“People take an initial
ly negative view because,
quite frankly, they think
blacks are leaving Balti
more city and coming to
their community," she said.
“All of these stereotypes
contribute to a hostile atti
tude in a community, and
these hostile attitudes are
passed to public officials,
who often try to stop the
plan."
Garbis' ruling capped a
lawsuit brought by the
American Civil Liberties
Union against the Balti

sissippi and South Carolina
- haven't had a black GOP
lawmaker since Recon
struction. The only other
black Republican currently
serving in the South is
Florida Rep. Jennifer Carroll, elected in 2003.
The 61-year-old Talton
concedes that he wasn't
always a ’ Republican.
Growing up in central
Georgia, he was a Demo
crat like most everyone
else. As he grit older, he
started paying more atten
tion to the candidates
instead of the party they
belonged to:
One day he realized
everyone he voted for had
an “R" behind their names.
“I found the people I was
supporting were all Re
publican. They stood for
what I stood for. And it
occurred to me, well, then,
I guess I'm a Republican^"
he said.
Talton said the GOP's
emphasis on family values
and its approach to poverty
won him over.
“I want you to give me
an opportunity, but as to
giving me a handout, no,"
he said.
But Talton says he
never thought much about
running for office himself.
A longtime sheriff's deputy,
Talton started as one of the
first black officers in his
hometown of Warner Rob
ins in 1965. He became
chief deputy for the county
in 1978, a job he's held ever
since.

“Willie can get along
The freshman lawmak
with anybody," said Hou er miffed some colleagues
ston County Sheriff Cullen when he refused offers to
Talton, no relation to the join the state's Legislative
representative, “He doesn't Black Caucus, which now
look at the color of any is all Democrats but is not
one's skin, he just looks at limited to that party.
the person."
Streams of black lawmak
Talton's foray into poli ers sought Talton out to
tics started when the welcome him, and they say
Democratic power-broker he's always been genial, but
in his district, Rep. Larry he insists he won't join
Walker, decided to retire their caucus.
from politics after three
“I'm just gonna say it:
decades in office. The area, In my mind, I'm here to
becoming a suburb of Ma represent all the people,
con to the north, was trend and anything that shows
ing toward Republican.
separation, I'm not gonna
That's when a nearby do it," Talton told reporters.
Republican lawmaker, Rep, “The pressure doesn't both
Larry O'Neal of Warner er me. Hopefully they'll
Robins, thought his old understand," he added.
Rotary Club friend might “For me, coming in, if
make a good candidate. there was a white caucus,
O'Neal called Talton and that would say something
pitched the idea. Talton to me.. We're all in the
signed up, and no one ran General Assembly."
against him.
Talton's refusal has left
O'Neal, a close ally of some black Democrats
Republican Gov. Sonny feeling snubbed, as if
Perdue, said Talton's elec Talton finds them too parti
tion was crucial for the san to have anything to do
state's GOP. Republican in with.
siders have long bemoaned
“I know he doesn't
the parly's lack of diversity. want to be divisive. But
“It sends a message he's serving everyone in
that the core values of the Georgia for the Republican
party are color blind," caucus. What's wrong with
O'Neal said.
him serving everyone as a
Talton said he was member of the black cau
humbled and honored to be cus?" asked Rep. Howard
asked to run. Not having , Mosby, D-Atlanta.
If Talton feels he's get
any opposition, his cam
ting heat from other blacks,
paign was smooth sailing.
The burden of standing maybe he should talk to the
out didn't start until Talton GOP's only other legislator
reported for office in At of color, Rep. David Casas
of Lilburn. Of three His
lanta.

more Housing Authority
and the U.S. Depart
it of
Housing and Urban Devel
opment in 1995. The civil
rights group argued gov
ernment policies had creat
ed “black ghettos" in Balti
more.
The judge concluded
the plaintiffs did not prove
current discrimination by
city officials, or a failure by
city officials to right past
wrongs.
But he did say HUD
failed to do its duty to pro
mote fair housing and
failed to look for solutions
beyond the city limits..
Garbis said it remains to be
seen whether HUD's ac
tions were intentionally
discriminatory or a result
of political pressure.
Previous efforts to
move people from city
housing projects to less
segregated areas have met
strong resistance.
Kurt Schmoke was
mayor of Baltimore the last
time such a plan was pro
posed, 10 years ago. The
program, called Moving to
Opportunity, would have
allowed more than 1,300
black families from Balti
more's public housing proj
ects to move to predomi
nantly white suburbs using
government subsidies.
“What happened was
that some people who were
not familiar with the plan
thought all that we were
trying to do was take the
concentration of poverty in
the city and reconcentrate it
in certain jurisdictions,"
said Schmoke, now dean of

Howard University's law
school. “That was the fur
thest thing from the truth,
hut, unfortunately, fears
and certain prejudices were
aroused."
Baltimore County resi
dents rallied at a public
meeting, shouting the pro
gram down.
Tri 1995, Gov. Robert
Ehrlich, then a Republican
congressman representing
parts of Baltimore County,
helped block the proposed
move. “I don't believe you
cure poverty by spreading
it around," Ehrlich said at
the time. “That is the policy
here."
That program was
scrapped.
This time, Schmoke
said, the idea has a chance,
largely because it has the
backing of a federal judge.
“The judge' has the oppor
tunity to bring the leaders
of the region into his cham
bers and, river some period
of weeks or months, do a
plan that shows people that
there's, not going to be a
reconcentration of pover
ty," he said.
Smith said the old fears
will calm once details Be
come available.
“The bottom line,"
Schmoke said,, “is there's
sufficient housing supplied
throughout the state, and
the number of people who
will .use these ‘vouchers? is
so small; that if you plan it
correctly' you won't' have
any problerns."

panics in the Legislature,
Casas is the only Re
publican.
“I know the feeling of
being alone'; and it's tough1,"
said Casas, who was first
elected in 2002- and- some
times has ’to defend his
party affiliation to other
Hispanics.
“When I stand -up
there, my counterparts are
looking at me, and some1 of
my positions are not what
the whole 'community
agrees with," he said,
Casas' advice for Tal
ton: remind people it's im
portant for all views to be
represented, and get the
word out that the Repub
lican party isn't just .for
good old boys.
“It's mainstream Amer
ican," he said of the GOP.
“We've just got to do a bet
ter job explaining that. I
think we're getting better at
it.”
Talton said he isn't
much worried about carry
ing the burden for selling
the GOP to other black vot
ers. All he has to do, he
said, is do a Solid job repre
senting his district, stay
honest, and the rest will sell
itself
“I really don't' think
about it," he said. "It's
about being blessed, get
ting the opportunity to
open doors. But it's not
about me."
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Sudan Refugees Face Uncertainty At
Home-------------------------- ---- - --------by Rodrigue Ngowi
Associated Press Writer
RUMBEK, Sudan Elizabeth Adak Shindu
paid a high price to return
home. She walked for 30
days, endured hunger and
disease and used up the last
of her life savings. When
she finally reached this
sprawling, dusty town, she
found another family living
on her land.
Full of hope, thousands
like Shindu have started
making their way back to
southern Sudan as Africa's
longest running civil war
grinds to a halt. They are
returning to a land of
torched villages, farms rid
dled with land mines, ran
sacked schools and clinics and little help to begin
anew.
More than 4 million
people fled their homes
during 21 years of fighting
that left this vast region of
grasslands, forests, moun
tains and swamps one of
the poorest in the world.
Some found sanctuary in
neighboring countries, but
most have been living in
the government-held north
where they make up the
world's largest displaced
population.
U.N. officials expect as
many as 1.2 million to
return this year after the
Arab Muslim-dominated
government in Khartoum
signed a peace deal with
rebels fighting for more
autonomy and a greater
share of the country's
wealth in the mostly Afri
can Christian and animist
south.
But the devastated
towns and villages they're
coming back to can't cope
with an influx that size,

Families sit outside their basic shelters, Thursday, Jan. 20, in a camp for
returnees in Rumbek in southern Sudan. Southern Sudanese who fled 21 years of
war are beginning to return home. Up to 1.2 million others are expected home
this year, following the Jan. 9 peace deal that ended a war in which 4 million fled
their homes and made the region one of the poorest in the world.
AP Photo/Karel Prinsloo

warned Vincent Chordi,
head of the U.N. refugee
agency in southern Sudan.
"We know of places
were 100 people arrive a
day from the north," said
U.N. humanitarian spokes
man Ben Parker. "They
miss home. They want to
make an early start in get
ting their land, building
their houses and reconnect
ing with their lives down
here."
Without even the most
basic infrastructure, U.N.
officials say it could take
six to eight months to set
up a relief operation to as
sist the expanding popula
tion in the south. U.N.
agencies have appealed for
$1.5 billion in funding for
Sudan, most of it for the
south.
In the meantime, the
new arrivals cope as best
they can.
Shindu was among an
estimated 400,000 who re

turned last year, encour
aged by progress during
talks resulting in the Jan. 9
accord, which provides for
a national power-sharing
government and autonomy
in the south.
The tall, emaciated
mother of nine now sits eat
ing a handful of nuts from a
marula tree in front of her
tiny grass hut in a make
shift camp built among
thorny bushes and scattered
palms in this town of
50,000 - set to become the
south's provisional capital.
She survives, she says, by
foraging for fruit, roots and
leaves in the surrounding
forests inhabited by lions
and hyenas.
Life was easier in the
government-held town of
Wau, 130 miles northeast
of Rumbek, to which she
fled 19 years ago when
rebels attacked government
troops here and killed her
husband, a policeman.

Shindu could make a living
there washing dishes and
clothes, and selling buckets
of water.
Still, she says, it was
worth the tortuous journey
to return home.
"We had to walk for
miles while carrying chil
dren on our backs; we had
to walk for days while we
were hungry; we had to
sleep inthe forest when we
were very exhausted,"
Shindu said. "It was a test
of our commitment to our
native home - and our faith
in God."
Every step of the way,
there was the fear of setting
off one

of the

millions

of

land mines, unexploded
grenades and shells scat
tered across the south.
One land mine was
recently recovered near
Shindu's camp in Rumbek.
A spontaneous bush fire
this week exploded another
mine near the town's dusty

Thousands Turn Out To Bury
Mandela’s Son

airstrip.
Those who stayed
behind here through years
of conflict have little to
offer the 500 who have
returned so far to the town
of mud huts with thatched
conical roofs.
"Many of the people
who stayed behind have
less than those who went
away," Parker said. "Life as,
a displaced person in north
ern Sudan is not easy, but at
least some of them were
able to make a living, to be
involved in a cash econo
my, put their children in
schools."
Resentment
is
brewing among those re
turnees who have been
unable to reclaim land left
behind. The town's rudi
mentary court system is illequipped to settle the dis
putes, and the dispossessed
say their only option is to
buy back their property,
from its current occupants.
"A family of six now
lives and cultivates my
family land," said John
Maker Mapour, snorting
with anger as his wife
peeled a marula fruit. "I
was bom here in Rumbek,
and now I must pay the new
occupants a lot of money to
get back the land. It is too
difficult."
The war may be offi
cially over, but for Mapour,
Shindu and countless oth
ers there won't be peace
until they have land on
which to make a home,
grow food and rebuild their
lives.
"There is still a very
long process ahead," Map,our said.

QUNU, South Africa
(AP) - The grandson of
Nelson Mandela heeded
the former president's call
for more openness about
the epidemic on Jan. 15,
revealing that his mother
had died from the virus that
also killed his father.
Mandla Mandela re
vealed the cause of his
mother's death in a speech
to mourners at the funeral,
for his father, Makgatho
Mandela, who had been the
last surviving son of the
anti-apartheid icon.
Some 4,000 people
attended the funeral at the
former president's Eastern
Cape home, including
President Thabo Mbeki,
Archbishop Desmond Tu
tu, business leaders, Zulu
royalty and local villagers.
Tutu said a prayer at
the funeral while a solemn,
gaunt Mandela, supported
by his third wife Graca
Machel, sat quietly and
gazed at the brown coffin
covered in white and yel
low flowers.
Makgatho Mandela's
family had refused to dis
close the nature of his ill
ness when he went into
intensive care at a Johan
nesburg hospital late last
year, underscoring the se
crecy in South Africa still
shrouding a disease that
kills 600 people here every

Former President, Nelson Mandela, center, and his
wife Graca Machel, attend his son, Makgatho
Lewanika Mandela's funeral in Qunu, Eastern Cape,
South Africa, Saturday, Jan. 15. Makgatho Mandela
died of AIDS related complications.
AP Photo/Obed Zilwa

day.

More than 5 million of
South Africa's 45 million
people are infected with
HIV, the virus that causes
AIDS, more than in any
other country. But until this
year, the government re
fused to provide life-pro
longing
anti-retroviral
drugs through the public
health system, citing con
cerns about their safety and
cost.
It has now promised to
provide free treatment to
all who need it within five
years.
Hours after Makgatho,
Nelson Mandela sum
moned the media to his
home to say his son was
HIV positive and had died
of AIDS-related complica

tions, and said the country
should be more open in
discussing the epidemic.
On the day of the
funeral, Mandla Mandela
revealed that his mother,
Zondi, also died of AIDSrelated complications a
year earlier.
"In spite of this, we are
not used to death," he was
quoted as saying by the
South African Press Asso
ciation.
Mandela's aggressive
campaigning is in stark
contrast to Mbeki's govern
ment, which has been criti
cized for its sluggish re
sponse to the crisis and for
courting dissident theorists
who question that HIV
causes AIDS.
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OBITUARIES
ST. PETERSBURG
RITES

HEATLY, . EUGENIA
ANN, 40, died January 16,
2005. Survivors include two
daughters, Shonday Heatly and
Shante Heatly; her mother,
Norma Rollins; one brother,

1

Larry Heatly; one sister, Mary
(Neal) Gray; one aunt, Arlana
Heatly; five uncles, Alfred,
Kenneth, Steven and Daniel
Heatly and Michael Hughes;
and several nieces, nephews,
cousins, other family and
friends. McRae Funeral Home,
St. Petersburg.

LAMAR, MARY LEE,

70, died January 18, 2005.
Survivors include one son,
Cornelius (Nora) Climes; one
granddaughter, Tanya Yvette
Climes; one great grandson,
LaJuan Climes; four brothers,
Willie T. (Idella) Lindsay,
Anderson Lindsay, Joe (Ruby)
Lindsay, Jr. and Lindbergh
(Rose) Lindsay; two sisters,
Lpuise (Lester) Mack and
Betty Joe Foreman; and several
nieces, nephews, cousins and
friends. Smith Funeral Home,
St. Petersburg.
x SHIVERS, HELEN L.
FORD, 63, died January 17,
2005. Survivors include one
son, Eddie Lee Shivers, Jr.;'

three daughters, Brenda G.
(Joe King) Shivers, Kathy L.
(E.J.) McKenzie and Rosalyn
S. (Vernal) Bradford; four sis
ters, Bertha (Lawrence) Hope,
Annie Quarterman, Doris
Shivers and Daisy Hughes';
three brothers, Rev. Morgie

Now Open in St. Pete
Serenity Memorial
Funeral Home, Inc.

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME

SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987

Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans
‘Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours’
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Lee (Mattie) Ford, Eddie Lee
(Mary) Ford and Rev. Frankie
Lee (Annie) Ford; 10 grand
children, Montez Shivers, Rio
Shivers, Eboni McKenzie,
Dante Ford, Ajah Shivers,
Taquoia Bradford, Ecstasi
McKenzie, Shakarrio Brad
ford, Emani McKenzie and
Vernal Bradford, Jr.; one great
grandson, Jahvez; and several
other relatives and friends.
Smith Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.
SIMPSON, ERNESTINE,
54, died January 17, 2005.

“One Funeral Home
in Two Locations

Serenity South

Elder L.

3301 - 5th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: (727) 322-1670
Fax: (727) 322-1680

Lavelle

Thomas,
Sr.

Founder/

Executive

Director

Available
24 Hours

Serenity North
823 N.E. 5th St. (Hwy. 44)
P.O. Box 1334-34423
Crystal River, FL
Phone: (352) 564-1408
Fax: (352) 564-1401
“The Community’s Lighthouse
in the Time of Distress”

Pastor
Daniel B.

Savage III

Survivors include one sister,

Mary Simpson Jackson; one
brother, Willie Lee (Barbara)
Simpson, Jr.; four aunts,
Robbie (Roosevelt) Harris,
Mertis Carter, Idean Crews and
Dominion Williams; four
uncles, John (Rose) Bowens,
Don Bowens, Eddie (Paulette)
Bowens and O’Neil Bowens;

and several nieces, nephews,
great nieces and great
nephews. McRae Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

"It's all taken care of"
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

Executive

Vice
President

Toll Free
North
1-866-890-1400
South
1-866-309-8297

Are You a Veteran? Then, This is For You!
We are offering

FREE CASKETS
for Veterans, their Spouses and
Immediate Family Members

This is not an offer of the Veteran’s Administration.
This offer is good at Serenity Memorial Funeral Home, Inc.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
"Be wise, trust God in

2005. "

Lord. The Male Chorus
will minister in song

Greetings in the name
of our Lord and Savior,

throughout the day. Pastor

Williams will proclaim the

ipate in our upcoming

Jesus Christ. Let us contin

Word of God. Make a new
start. Come join us in wor

"Super Bowl Tea" to be
held Saturday, Feb. 5. Join

ship at Zion as we give

us in a good time as we put

ue to give thanks to God
for the many, many bless

ings He has bestowed upon

us and praise God for His

Glory to God!

praised God for the many
blessings He provides right
now. Make plans to partic

on a push on for the "2005

wonderful grace and mercy

Other ministries in
clude:

Champions." You don’t
want to miss the culminat

unto all. Pastor Clarence A.
Williams and the Mt. Zion

• Monday - Bible Stu
dy, 6 p.m.

ing worship services. Our

church family cordially in
vite you to attend worship

• Wednesday - Early

speakers are Pastor Brian
Browne of St. Mark

morning prayer 6:30 a.m.;
Vintage Bible Study, 11

Missionary Baptist at 7:30
a.m, and our own dynamic

20th St. S. this Sunday or

a.m.; join us for our new

pastor, the Rev. Clarence

just at anytime during the
month.

services: Hour of Prayer, 6
p.m.; Hour of Power, 7

Williams. Both are on fire
for God, and we are antici

Join us at 7:30 am for
our early morning service

p.m. If you’re in need of a

pating a glorious time in

mid-week lift, join us for

the Lord. Get ready, get

as we give praise and

two power-packed hours.
Your heart will be encour

involved and be a part of

services with us at 919 -

thanksgiving to God for
His Love shown toward us.

aged

Followed by Church
School 9:30 a.m., we en

revived and renewed!

courage you to join us as

•Feb. 5 - Super Bowl
Tea / 4 p.m.

we collectively learn more
of the Word of God togeth
er.

and

your

this great celebration.

spirit

Let’s all get involved in

Looking for a church

as a church share the love

of God, and the Holy Spirit

"80th

reigns. We’d love to have
you!

Anniversary"

Thought for the week:

worship service is at 11

scheduled for Feb. 20.

"God is looking for obedi

a.m. Come be a part of the

We’ve enjoyed our Old

service as we lift high the

Fashion Worship Service,

ence, not just good inten
tions. "

name of Jesus in song and

looked back in the past for
those songs of old and

Our

contemporary

have a good time in the

our

upcoming

Church

Be blessed, and have a
Jesus-filled week!

St. Mark Missionary Baptist
Church--------------------The St. Mark Mission

Mark extends to the com

we submit to the will of the
Father. This struggle for
control destroys and dam
ages our witness for Christ.
As Christians, we cannot
profess to love Christ and
cause dissension at the

munity at large its wishes

same time. Disunity is a

ary Baptist Church, under
the leadership of its illustri
ous pastor, the Rev. Brian
;K. Brown, its official staff
and the entire family of St.

leadership of its president,
Ronald Morse, the Male
Chorus of St. Mark will
the

Chorus

Male

Sr., the first family and

Union at St. Mark.
Churches participating in
the Union include New

vices will be held at Friend
ship Missionary Baptist

tinues to be book entitled,

for in these evil and last

series on “God’s Grace”

“The Focus Driven Life.”

church at the conclusion of

days!!!!! Closing services

for sermonic proclamation.

mid-morning

all other church-related

will be held Sunday at 3:30

Church family will wear

Christian commendations
to the many members and

functions during the week.

p.m. at thp same location.

Mission Sunday T-shirts or

friends who have been a

Business of vital interest to
church family will be dis

For more details, visit us at

part of this study since its

cussed. Pastor urges full

or

other casual dress. Mem
bers are urged to be prompt

inception, Jan. 1. A 40-day

participation in this meet

contact the office at (727)

for worship which com

consecutive period of study
has been undertaken by

ing.

First worship service

commences at 7:45 a.m.
with the Deacon Ministry

www.fmbctheship.org

rendering the Devotion,

906-8300,

along with the Florida West

a.m. to 3 pm.

Mon.-Fri.,

9

delegates as our guests. The

who came out to support

Fellowship Choir will sing

our own Sharon Saulsby as

praises unto God, and the

she introduced herself to

The Evangelical Train

fifth Sunday ushers will
serve.

the ministry of GOD and

His people!!! Job well

ing Classes have begun.
Sign up now for Under

done’, Minister Saulsby!!!!

standing People, Effective

you know have a drug or

gram offers an opportunity

alcohol problem? It’s time

to improve your grades, on
line practice for the FCAT,

true people will come forth

enrollment, please call the

to make a change, and we

On Tuesday, Jan. 25,

and help us in this endeav

church office, (727) 894-

the Youth Bible Enrichment

4311, ext. 219.

hour took place, along with

or for us to show St.
Petersburg and the faith of

can help. Call today to
begin your FREE "Confi

The Reading Enhance

dential Recovery," Fridays,

alternate Tuesday’s choir

our Baptist people that we
can unite in Godly service

ment and Math Improve
ment Programs are in need

7 p.m. at the Kings Kid’s

and usher rehearsal.
On Wednesday, Jan.
26, Noon Day Bible Study

and show God we are His

of volunteers. Help make a

people. The Florida West

Academy Building, 950 -

difference in the life of a

20th St. S. If you, a fami
ly member or someone you

further information, please
contact George B. Smith,
(727) 894-4311, ext. 302.
The Rev. Louis M.

and Bread of Life com

Coast Baptist Choir, under

young person. For more

know is interested in learn

the direction of our own

information, please call the

to all in need and the com

John Frazier, is looking for
ALL voices to be lifted up

church at (727) 894-4311
ext. 808.

ing about, or coping with
substance abuse, please

Reedy presented the Bible
lesson on purpose-driven
life. Come be blessed, and

for Jesus Christ at this con
vention. If you wish to

Boy Scouts will meet

find out what God plans for
you to do in 2005.
Wednesday evening praise
and worship service will be
held by the Praise Team.
Bible Study is presently on
the TRNTTY!! Come and

Frazier at (727) 866-1172
for more details.
are

We

asking

ACT/SAT prep, earn your

high school diploma, earn
your GED and earn an

opportunity to be selected
to win a free computer. For

menced. Lunch was served

every Monday at 7 p.m. on
the third floor. New scouts

contact A.J. Murphy, (727)
481-2609.
Mt. Zion Human Ser

Murphy, Sr. serves as pas
tor of Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church.

vices, Inc. provides after

for

prayers of all of God's peo

ple for this Convention that

it

may

the

edify

body

of

and

build

Christ

as

up

it

should!!!!

trine that has as its central

a God of confusion; He is a

mission a belief that we are

god of peace and the Holy

lic to join us in worship and
fellowship during our

a haven of hope, help and

Spirit will not dwell in con

weekly worship services

healing for a world hunger

fusion. As Christians, we

which include:

ing for the enlightened

do not want to be responsi

• Early morning wor

Word of God.
Sermon Review for

ble for giving God a bad

ship (first Sunday only), 7

reputation in the world.

Jan. 16: Title of sermon:
The Casualty of Disunity.

Upcoming events:
Now through Friday,

a.m.
• Sunday School, 9:30

Scripture Text: I Corin

Jan. 28 - the convening of

a.m.
• Morning Worship,

thians 3:1-9.
Disunity has caused

the South Florida Progres
sive Baptist Association,

10:45 a.m.
• Baptist Training Un

more Christians to abandon

Congress Number 2, which

their commitment than any

began on Jan. 26. All

ion, 5 p.m.
Other weekly services

other factor. Many believ

churches in the Association

include:

verts, have fallen away

will assemble at St. Mark
M.B. Church for services

Youth Ministry Meetings

from the body of Christ

held

on

Sunday School Teachers’

due to disunity in the
church. The root cause of

Saturday morning.

Meeting and closing ser

President Bush sits down for a meeting with black religious and
community leaders, at the White House in Washington, Tuesday,
Jan. 25. Left to right are: President Bush, Dr. Robert L. Wright,
chairman emeritus and senior advisor of Dimensions International
in Washington, and Bishop Andrew Merritt of the Straight Gate
International Church in Detroit, Mich. (AP Photo/J. Scott
Applewhite)

and
p.m.);

Meeting (Tuesdays at 7

Sunday, Jan. 30 -11:45

p.m.);

Senior Hour of

this disunity is the pursuit

a.m.

Mission

Power Bible Study (Thurs

of power in God’s House.
It is an issue of who is in

Emphasis Day. The Mis
sion Emphasis highlights

days at 9:30 a.m.) and

control, and this lust for

will be shared by two min
istries - the Brotherhood

Study (Thursdays at 7

and divides the body. This
problem would not occur if

portunity Center. The pro

this year that all of God's

soon may not be able to!!!!!
Be richly blessed!!!

power splits the foundation

864-3727.
. Do -you or someone

der the message from God.

Florida West Coast Baptist
Convention
Quarterly

service,

services for youth ages 1418 through the Youth Op

John A .Evans, Sr. will ren

ministry, we invite the pub

and

Scoutmaster Ellis at (727)

Leading and Biblical Be
liefs. For information and

over again. Our God is not

nightly

school training and tutoring

welcome.

We pray as we go forth

in a Christ-centered doc

6

Contact

are

be held at 10:30 a.m. Pastor

sing, please contact John

worship.

Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church

We wish to thank all

29 from 9 a.m-2 p.m., the

at

mences at 11 a.m. every

Coast Baptist Convention

As part of our ongoing

(Mondays

at 7 p.m. Study focus con

vices with us at 3300 - 31st
St. S. We also invite you to

essence crucify Christ all

ers, particularly new con

All members of trustee
and property ministries are
requested to remain in

them. St. Mark is grounded

Children

continues each Wednesday

mid-morning worship ser
vice. Pastor will conclude

Seek Jesus first, fore
most and NOW, for you

of Christ,

this covenant group of Bi
ble students.

people to do and prepare

and we in

will be bestowed upon

Mid-week Bible Study

invite you to worship ser

what God wishes for His

be blessed!!!!!
On Saturday, January

blatant attack on the body

Sunday.

Chinch. Come and learn

Jerusalem MBC, Galilee
MBC and St. Paul MBC.

that God’s richest blessings

New
Philadelphia
Community Church will
observe Mission Sunday at

Friendship
Missionary
Baptist Church prayerfully

munity at large. Minister

Feb. 9 - Under the

host

Pastor John A. Evans,

A second service will

home? We extend an invi
tation to you to join us. We

Upcoming events:

Friendship Missionary Mission Sunday at New
Baptist Church---------

Prayer Meeting and Bible

p.m.).

and the Women's Bible
Study Group.

GOD IS THE ONLY
ONE IN A POSITION
TO LOOK DOWN ON
SOMEONE

Worship With
Your Farpily This

Week, Because
the Baiqily That
Brays Together

Stays Together!

Today I peed to be still apd let God love ipe.
God’s love is ipy strcpgtb, God’s love is ipy protec*
tiop.
God’s love is ipy light ip the ipidst of apy darkpess.
God’s love is the fulfillipept of every bupgcr, every
thirst.
God’s love is ipy source apd ipy supply.
God’s love, ever presept, is the oply thipff I peed,
wapt or seek today.
for ip the presepce of God’s love, all is well ip ipy
life apd ip ipy soul.
Today I peed to be still apd let God love ipe.
As I speak these words, as I tbipk these words,
they take op the presepce of the Holy Spirit to
becoipe the circuipstapces of this day ip ipy life.
Let it be so!
Apd so it is!
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Controversial Christian University
President To Retire----------------------

Church Buries Hundreds Of Fetuses
Burial was day after Roe

v.

Wade anniversary

BOULDER, Colorado

COLUMBIA,

ker, of the Roman Catholic

South

Diocese of Charleston, said

(AP) - A Roman Catholic

Carolina (AP) - Bob Jones

church buried ashes from

HI said last Thursday that

hundreds of aborted fetuses

he will retire as president

Sunday, a day after the

of the Christian university

good wishes to Stephen

that bears his name, ending

Jones, 35, as he takes over

U.S. Supreme Court deci

a 34-year reign during

sion that legalized abortion.

which the school grabbed

the school.
Bob Jones College was

headlines because of its

founded in 1927 in College

racial policies and funda

Point, Fla., and moved to

mentalist views.

Tennessee before relocat

32nd anniversary of the

A crowd of 250 parish

ioners prayed as the ashes
were buried in the Sacred

Heart of Mary Church

through a spokeswoman

Thursday that he extended

ing to the South Carolina

Jones' son will take

cemetery, while a handful

foothills.

over as president of the

of protesters gathered near

Many of its graduates

school in May.

by holding signs that read,

The 65-year-old Jones,

enter Christian ministries.

"This church is a grave rob

whose grandfather founded

The university offers more

ber."

Bob Jones University 78

than 100 undergraduate

years ago, said it was time

majors, from electrical en
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The Kingly Law According
to the Scriptures

immedi

Director of Music/
Keyboardist/Pianist

“For the Word of God is alive
and exerts power, and is sharper
than any two*edged sword, and
pierces even to the dividing of
soul and spirit, and of joints and
their marrow, and is able ito dis*
cem thoughts and intentions of
the heart.”
*** Hebrew 4:12

When Life Knocks You to
Your Knees, You’re in the
Perfect Position to Pray!

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church of St.
Petersburg seeks a Director of Music who first
loves the Lord, then music. Must have spiritual
maturity, great relational skills (children and
adults), be a team player, excellent musicianship
and voice training skills; a passion, energy and
enthusiasm for ministry. Must have excellent
working knowledge of traditional hymns, gospel
and contemporary music. Duties also include
attending music committee meetings. Ability to
read music desired. Salary $15K-$21K Send
resumes to 3455 26th Avenue South, St.
Petersburg, FL 33711. Call (727) 327-0554.
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Genesis Worship Center Church
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gwcc@email.com

Saint John Primitive Baptist Church
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Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

BAPTIST
CHURCH

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

/

• 10:00am
• 11:30am
• 7:00pm
• 7:00pm

Sunday School
Sunday Celebration Service
New Converts Class, Wed.
. Home Cell Services, Thurs.

Ministry Opportunities: Dance. Drama. Choir, Praise Hi
Worship, Children, Youth, Men, Women, Step Team,
Cheerleading, etc.

Senior Leader, Pastor Linda L. Sesler

i

1820 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 821-3265

Reverend Larry R. Williams, Sr.
Sunday School........................................................................................... 8:00 a.m.

Worship Service

Real Love, Real People...
A Church That fy/Lakes A Difference!

<^A/\<L±5,LOrLCLrClj

............................................................... 9:00 a.m.

Wednesday,

Prayer Meeting

Wednesday,

Bible Study

(ZfzU.'LC.f't

.

.6:30-7:00 p.m.

....................... 7:00-8:00 p.m.

'yfaM&z

5Z,ion.
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Pillar and the Ground of Truth

www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

James W. Paschal
Pastor

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church
"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"
912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

Fridays - 8:00pm
Sabbath Day (Saturdays)
Prayer - 10:00am
Sabbath School - 10:30am •
Afternoon Worship - 2:00pm

Come expecting a miracle!
Rev. Roosevelt Hardy

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

930 - 18th Street South • St.
Petersburg, FL 33712
(Near Tropicana Field)

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Scheduled Services: Early Morning - 8:00 am
Senior Pastor
Church School - 9:45 am
Mid-Morning - 11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study
7:00 pm

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

For more information, call 727-550-2521
Home Phone: (727) 866-0643
email: jpaschal@verizon.net

Church School ................. . 9;oo A.M.New Member Class............9;00 A.M.
Morning Worship................. 10:30 A.M
Prayer / Bible Study .Tuesday 7:00 PM.

Youth Bible Study .. Thursday 6:00 PM

am : m g<« s ■ n ■ m M«nce j
BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

Sunday Worship Services

8:00 am • 11:00 am

Sunday School

9:30 am

Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)

7:00 pm

Bible Study

7:30 pm

“God’s House In The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

The Reverend Aaron

3940 - 18th Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
V. Gaskin...............................................................................................................................Associate Pastor

Finance Ministry . . ............................................................................ .

............................................................................... James Robinson

Children & Youth Ministry..........................................................................................................................................................Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry . .................................................................................................................................................................................................. Wyvonnia McGee

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

feptecostal Tcipplc Church of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor
Morning Glory
Sunday
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Community Bible Study Tuesday
7:30 p.m.
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer
Saturday
5:45 a.m.
“St church working togetherfor the upbuihfing of (fod's kingdom"

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
M
F
W
B

C

Elder: Tony Smith
900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 895-2119
Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Queen Street

VISIT YOUR
HOUSE OF
WORSHIP THIS
WEEK, WHERE
THE “SON”
ALWAYS
SHINES!
Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church

w
w

1820 Walton Street S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.
Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

Rev. Clarence Williams,
Pastor

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday

Lakeview Presbyterian Church
1310 22nd Avenue South — St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Sunday Worship - 10:30am (Nursery Provided)
Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am
Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6pm
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm
Home of Operation Attack

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

"Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North • St Petersburg, FL 33705

Sunday School,.............................................................. 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship...................................................... 11:00a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer.................................. ..6:30p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study.............................. 7:30p.m.

Friendship
Missionary Baptist

The church where what God’s word teaches
Z5 practiced!

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South,St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services
Church School . . . . . . . .... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .............. 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................ 5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday........
9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

"One weekfrom church makes one weak”

Spiritually Connected
Cadfor Prayers &
‘Testimonies

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

• 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

Qteateb Kina

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

GkuSuch
2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Early Morning Worship..............................................................7:00a.m.
Sunday School.....................................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship........................................................................ 10:50a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................................................... 4:30p.m.
Communion............................................... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays......................................................................... 7:30 p.m.

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

Early Morning Worship .......................................7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ........................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ................................................ 11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study ......................................... 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study ........................ 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Prayer Service........................................................... 6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service.................................................. 7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday....................... 6:30 p.m.

i

(727) 898-9407

34 ‘Woman After
(jod’s
Own Jfeart:..

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

—1

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

Ordained Missionary
Johnnie Mae Tfoward
Cad: 727 895-5233

Church Os God In Christ

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Rev. G. M. Curry

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Dominion Worship Ministries
“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”
Bro. Robert Smith
Sunday

’A New Beginning In Christ"

Sunday Morning Bible Class....................9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ...................10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ................... 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ........................5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class................ 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class...........7:00 p.m.

All Worship Services are held at:
4201 Sixth Street South • St. Petersburg, Florida
Mailing Address: KO. Box 14542 » Stj Petersburg, FL 33733-4541

Phone: 727.895.7700
Scheduled Services - Sunday

Communion - Every First Sunday Bible Study -Tuesday at '6:30 p.m.

Wednesday

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Frank W. Peterman, Jr.

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Pastor

(727)896-5228

Rev. Inella Paris
Assistant Pastor

Worship & Performing Arts Ministry

Sunday Services:
Church School..................... 9am
Praise & Worship Service ....10:30am
Tuesday Services:
Prayer Service................. 6:30pm
Bible Study.................. -.... 7pm

Baptist Institutional Church

3144

THIRD

ST.

AVENUE

SOUTH
FL

PETERSBURG,

PHONE:

1

323-7518

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School
jrning

— 9:30 a.m.

Worship ~~

foin us as u/e (ift up the name of Jesus

*

A

11:00 a.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Noonday Prayer
5:30-9:30pm
" “Inside the Family”

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.

Partners in Ministry

Thursday

tie uM TSeot. 1 ttouul-Mtttm ymtnd

rst

Monday

Noonday Prayer
7pm Hour of Power Prayer

Church Education Assembly (Church School) - 8:45 a.m.
Prayer Time - 9:30 a.m. Praise & Worship9:45 a m.
Worship Service'io:6o a.m.

On

8am, 10am Morning Worship
1st & 3rd Sunday
5pm Evening Celebration

Monday, Wednesday, Saturday

6am Prayer

Dominion Worship Ministries
4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dwc.tripod.com

Jour Church Ad Could Be

Here Working for You!

Email Your Ad to:

PRAYER HELPS!

smfaith@tampabay.rr.com
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ENTERTAINMENT
Samuel L. Jackson Holds Court
Actor plays the determined, forthright 'Coach Carter'
NEW YORK (AP)
Samuel L. Jackson is flip
pant, brushing off his
expansive film career and
cool-guy image.
His casual clothes fit
the attitude: black running
jacket, jeans, white sneaks
and just a hint of bling in a
diamond-ringed watch and
a dog tag with his initials
around his neck. His nearly
impervious ego is surpris
ing, but with nearly 80
films under his belt, he
doesn't really need to care
what people think of him.
With Jackson's articu
late nature, along with a
graying mustache and
glasses, he could pass for a
teacher, maybe one who
taught How to Be Hip 101.
The 56-year-old actor's lat
est film, "Coach Carter," is
based on the real-life story
of Ken Carter, a basketball
coach in an inner-city high
school in Richmond, Calif.
Carter benched his whole
team because some varsity
players weren't academi
cally performing up to.
standards he set in a con
tract.
Jackson's no fool. He
knows his movie isn't going
to elicit any big change in
how education is generally
deplored and athletics
revered in schools, but he's
OK with it. He's happy as
long as a few kids see the
film and decide they want
to study more, or figure out
that an education is some
thing invaluable.
Q: What did you think
of Carter when you heard
about him?
SAMUEL L. JACKSON: I thought it was a re
freshing change from al
ways hearing about win
ning at any cost. I liked that
about what he was doing,
putting the idea out there
that education is worth
something, that it's impor
tant. That it will get you
somewhere. And when the
movie idea came my way, I
thought it was socially rele
vant.
Q: Do you agree with
his methods?
JACKSON: Sure, in
some ways. Somewhere
along the way we lost the
idea of a "student-athlete."
They have become "ath
lete-students." But winning
on the floor is a reward for

Jackson as "Coach Carter."
doing well in the class
room. If you don't go to
class you can still play ball,
but you get hurt, maybe
you don't run the ball as
fast anymore ... what have
you got left? An education
is something that can't be
taken away.
Q: What do you think
about the idea that innercity kids are set up to fail?
JACKSON: That's true.
It's the whole idea that if
you show up, you pass on.
It'S also that they need to
see there's an upside to
being smart, not just being
athletic and hip. I don't
think teachers are living up
to the standards they
should be. They tend to
service the kids who pay
attention, they don't want to
deal with the kids that don't
get the grades or that have
the problems or that act
out. In the city schools,
they're also looking out for
themselves and their well
being.
Q: I have some teacher
friends that wouldn't be too
happy to hear you say that.
JACKSON: I have
teacher friends too, and
they are goal-oriented and
good at motivating their
students, and will work
with the kids that need the
extra help instead of ignor
ing them, but I think that's
the minority.
Q: Was there any in
strumental teacher, or
coach, when you were
growing up?
JACKSON: I think
people knew who I was
because of my family, and
they held me to a higher
standard because they
knew where I came from.
'Funny how fame goes'
Q: Do you feel like you
have to be a role model
because of your fame?

JACKSON: No. I think
I need to be a responsible
human being, and do things
I believe in, and I help out
people but I don't do that
publicly. It's not my re
sponsibility as an actor to
tell you who to vote for, or
what cause to believe in or
who to give money to. It
makes me crazy to hear
people in my profession
preach about that sort of
thing.
Q: But you are pretty
socially active, and you
have been since college,
right?
JACKSON: Ha. Yes.
Where are you going with
this?
Q: Well, I read in 1969
that you held some board
members
hostage
at
Morehouse College and got
expelled for it.
JACKSON: I grew up
in segregation in Chatta
nooga. So when I got to
college, and Morehouse is
a predominantly AfricanAmerican school, there
were no African Americans
on the board and no student
representation. So we soli
cited to have that put in
place and no one would lis
ten. We locked some of
them up inside for a few
days.
And now, they have
student representation and
African American board
members. And I went back
and graduated. Now, of
course, my hands are
imprinted in the cement.
Funny how fame goes.
Q: Do you think stu
dents would do that today?
JACKSON: I think it
was indicative of what kind
of people we were. We
thought what we said made
a difference. I don't know if
people think that anymore.
But I bet if the draft was

reinstated or something
people would start talking,
start doing something. It's a
shame it takes something
so extreme.
Supporting the theater
Q: You started your
career in the theater?
JACKSON: Yes, I
worked on lots of plays.
You get immediate gratifi
cation in the theater, ap
plause. Also you get to do
something from beginning
to end, you feel accom
plished. It amazes me when
I hear some of my col
leagues have never been in
a play. I'm like: Where'd
you learn to act? You don't
know how to piece things
all together unless you have
acted in the theater.
Q: But you like doing
movies the best?
JACKSON: Well, when I
was young I thought the
ater was like the mailroom.
TV was like getting an
office, and the movies, the
big screen, that was like
running the company.
Q: You had some trou
ble along the way with
drugs?
JACKSON: Yeah, when I
was doing the drinking and
the drugging I didn't de
prive myself of work, but it
kept me from places I need
ed to get to. I checked
myself into rehab and that's
not easy once you do it.
Change is difficult and
scary. But I got clean and I
saw direct results, especial
ly with being able to focus.
Q: You played a junkie
in "Jungle Fever."
JACKSON: It was .like
two weeks after I got out of
rehab. It was cathartic to do
that role. When that charac
ter got killed it was like a
huge exclamation point in
my life, a door that I could
close.
Q: How do you choose
roles?
JACKSON: Story first,
then character, if it is a
challenge, if there is depth.
I wanted to emulate the
films I loved as a kid. So I
got my pirate out with "Star
Wars," and that light-saber,
I got the war thing out with
"Rules of Engagement." I'd
like to do a horror movie,
and a Western.

The Oscar Race Sees A Few African
Americans Win Nominations-------------

Jamie Foxx received a nomination for his portrayal
of Ray Charles in "Ray."

Don Cheadle, pictured on the left, received an Oscar
nomination for his role in "Hotel Rwanda."

On Tuesday, the Oscar nominations were announced
for the 77th Academy Awards. Among the notable nomi
nations for the African American community include:
Best picture - "Ray"
Best actor - Don Cheadle, "Hotel Rwanda" and
Jamie Foxx, "Ray"

Best director - Taylor Hackford, "Ray"
Best supporting actor - Jamie Foxx, "Collateral" and
Morgan Freeman, "Million Dollar Baby"
Best supporting actress - Sophie Okondeo, "Hotel
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“TWO THUMBS UP.”
‘COACH CARTER’ WILL
HAVE YOU ON YOUR FEET,
CHEERING FOR MORE.*,
A FILMMAKING TRIUMPHS
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BEST PERFORMANCES!
Jeffrey Lyons, NBC
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‘Moesha’ Actor Killed In Auto
Accident —------------------------------------- —
Lamont Bentley was 31

Lamont Bentley

LOS ANGELES, Calif.
(AP) - Lamont Bentley,
who was a regular in the
1990s sitcom "Moesha"
and appeared frequently in
television and movies, was
killed in a car crash, his
manager
said
last
Wednesday.
Bentley died on the
night of Jan. 18 when his
vehicle plunged off the San
Diego Freeway, manager
Susan Ferris said. He was
the only person in the vehi
cle.
Bentley, 31, played Ha
keem Campbell, the long
time friend of pop singer
Brandy's character, Moesha
Mitchell, in the UPN sit
com "Moesha."

Bentley had appeared
in a number of films,
including "The Wash" and
"Tales From the Hood." He
also played Tupac Shakur
in the TV movie, "Too
Legit: The MC Hammer
Story," and had appeared in
guest roles on "The
Parkers," "NYPD Blue"
and "Clueless."
The Milwaukee native
and father of two daughters
began his career after mov
ing to Los Angeles with his
mother, an aspiring singer.
"This is a big year for him,"
Ferris said. "We were very
excited because he was
coming into his own. It's
like a candle being snuffed
right out."
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for rating reasons, go to ww.liimratings.cw

SOUNDTRACK ALBUM FEATURES NEW MUSJC FROM: ® ff«K

NOW PLAYING

FAIIH EVAIS ’ CIAOA ‘ FABOLOHS * CHIHGY ’ KANYE WISHED CAFE AND MORE

REGAL CINEMAS
CITRUS PARK MALL 20

Gunn Hwy & Sheldon Rd.
800-FANDANGO #213
AMC

AMC

MUVICO

AMC

TRI-CITY 8

BAYWALK 20

TYRONE SQUARE 8

WOODLANDS SQUARE 20

E. Bay Dr. & US 19
727-531-2882

101 3rd Ave. North
727-502-0965

Tyrone Square Mall
727-347-9777

.3128 Tampa Rd,
727-771-2883

MUVICO

REGAL CINEMAS

REGAL CINEMAS

PALM HARBOR 10

UNIVERSITY 16

LARGO MALL

7992 Liberty Way-Behind Seminole Mall

37912 US Hwy 19 North
727-944-2282

Unlverstty Mali
800-FANDANGO

10500 Ulmerton Road

320-0977

800-FANDANGO #194

SEMINOLE CINEMA 8

REGAL CINEMAS
HOLLYWOOD 18 PT. RICHEY

6701 Cinema Dr. •Port Riehev
800-FANDANGO #206,
AMC
REGENCY 20
727-6^U466ienCy Shoppln9
CHECK DIRECTORY
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
FAMILY STRESS
Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.

For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.
“When You. Need Quality
Craftsmanship ”

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work
(727) 433-1349
Bonded & Insured

MEET
VOUR
MATCH

6-18-24
32-44-52

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

WTIO

CA$H 3

A Unique Profession!!

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill,
Accepting Applications

\pN0

There Is A Reason To Read
The Weekly Challenger

Your

ONLY $15,995 OBO
Clear title. Like new - not a
scratch. See at 802 - 42nd
Ave. South. (727) 822-6638
Cell (727) 417-3862

Master’s degree required in psychology, social work or
human services related field. We are seeking a Licensed
Clinical Social Worker that is able to assist consumers
with serious and persistent mental illness. Services are
provided in-house and in the community. Schedule may
be irregular if emergencies arise. Experience with chil
dren, adults and geriatric populations required.

AHHASCNAs

(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

Please send resume via e-mail to hr@suncoastcenter.com
or via fax to 727-327-0350.

HOST FAMILIES/SINGLES
NEEDED FOR FRENCH HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS FROM
MAY 12 TO JULY 12, 05. FAMI
LIES RECEIVE $120/WEEK.
CONTACT INES AZEVEDO (727)
321-5930 or 415-1046
email: tiadrinha@hotmail.com

HOUSES FOR RENT TO SECTION 8
CLIENTS.
928 - 18th Ave. South and 947 Melrose
Ave. South
BRAND NEW HOUSES!
LARGE 4 bedroom 2 bath, very large,
1738 square feet, 1 car garage.
Immediately available! $1050.00 per
month, $400.00 deposit.
Call Tammy (813) 309-2239

Suncoast Center for Community Mental Health, Inc.

EOE/ADA

Clinical Research for

osteoarthritis
DIAL 2-1-1

4-5 6-6 2-1
7-3 5-1 3-8

2003 FORD
EXPLORER
SPORT

THERAPIST NEEDED AT
JOHNNIE RUTH CLARK CENTER

547 836 211
134
293 635 806

r<O^\

MUST SELL

RNs, LPNs

(FL License Required)

HAVE A
GREAT
DAY!

SAT. & SUN.
JAN. 29TH & 30TH.
MANY, MANY
GOOD ITEMS.
802 - 42nd Ave.
South

r

The Hospice

$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

MOVING
ESTATE SALE

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life«Health»Dental»Vision
Disability*Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also

Ph: 727-328-9878
Fax: 727-328-9545

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157

PICK OF THE
WEEK!

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

2-1-1 is Pinellas County's only 24-hour
program that provides information &
referrals on local health/human ser
vices, volunteer opportunities, dona- •
tion referrals, and crisis
intervention/problem-solving counsel
ing for individuals. Cell phone users
must dial (727) 562-1542.

THERE IS
ONLY
ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD THE
HUMAN
RACE

If you are suffering from osteoarthritis knee pain, you may
qualify for a clinical research study of an investigational topical
product applied to the knee. Qualified participants will receive
all study-related exams and investigational medication at no
cost. You may also receive compensation for time and travel.

To qualify for this study you must:
• Be 35 years or older
♦ Have pain in only one knee
* Be taking a pain medication
Ca(t Morc-Fri for more ^formation

727.343.4706
RI-SkAHCM

6810 Park Bosfcwd, Pinellas Paik R.

www.radiantr8se8rch.com

ARIES (Mar. 21-April 20). Matters pertaining to work must be
completed before you leave. It might be best not to spend your
money on luxuries this week. You willbe uncertain of your feel

5Hje Weekly <h®Wenyer

ings. Take care of any paperwork, concerning institutional or

governmental agencies.
TAURUS (Apr. 21-May 21) Try to be precise in your communi
cations. You may have major blowups with someone you love if
you don't back down. Losses could occur if you haven't been
careful when dealing with joint financial ventures. Get involved

in worthwhile endeavors and meet new friends.
GEMINI (May 22-June 21) Do your chores and get on with the
things you enjoy doing. Dazzle them with your intellectual con
versation. You can expand your circle of friends if you get out
and socialize. Career changes may not be your choice right now,

but in the long run they will be to your advantage.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) Talk to the party involved and make
sure that they are informed as to what actually happened. Your
tendency to dramatize may be a little much for your partner to
take constantly. Make arrangements to spend quality time togeth
er. Instant romance could be yours if you go out with friends.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Do things for them but don't allow them
to make unreasonable requests. Don't let coworkers get wind of
your ideas or they might try to take credit for your hard work.
You will be entertained and intrigued by the logic foreigners pos

HOTLINE
NUMBERS

your best interests. You can make moves, but they won't be set
tling. Your time, not your cash, will do a lot more for your rela
tionship. Put your plans into motion by presenting your inten

tions to those who should be able to give you financial support.
LIBRA (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) Make changes to your home that will

Subscription Cost:

The Runaway Hotline:
800-RUNAWAY (786-2929)

Family Resources
Counseling:

sess. You will have a problem dealing with groups.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 23) Someone may not be thinking of

2500 M. L. King St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Ph: (727) 822-8996 o Fax: (727) 823-2568

(727) 384-8336
or (727) 449-8336

$15.00 - 6 Months

Name:
Address:

_

City/State/Zip:

Phone #:

.

New Subscription:___

be pleasing to everyone involved. Be careful not to exaggerate
when interacting with your lover. You can expect opposition at
work. Don't let your competition be privy to information that

$30 - Yearly

(or)

(or)

Renewal:___

could be in criminating. Changes will not be easy for the young

sters involved.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Older family members may try to
make demands that are impossible for you to handle.
Opportunities to expand your circle of friends will result in pos
sible new romantic encounters. Emotional upset at work will set
you back. Your partner's a little jumpy.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) Don’t let emotional upset
force you into the poorhouse. Your self confidence will attract
members of the opposite sex. Don't be afraid to confront situa

tions concerning loved ones in order to solve any problems that
may exist. You may find your self a bit frazzled if you allow
someone to goad you into an unsavory .debate.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22.-Jan. 20) You can make financial gains
through your unique and creative approach to business. Social

get-together will bring you in contact with intelligent new
friends. You need to enjoy the company of those who enjoy the
same pastimes. You can make money if you concentrate on pro
ducing services that will make domestic chores easier.
AOUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Be prepared to take cate of the
isXes at hand. You may have difficulties with someone who lives
with you. Attend to things that you should have done yesterday.
Uncertain changes regarding your personal life are evident.

PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20). Dig deep to find out how costly a
new venture will be before you sign on the dotted line^ You may
find yourself mixed up in a triangle of sorts. Talk to ottiers about
your plans. Your lover may be annoyed if you have been flirta

tious or not attentive to their needs.

Date Paid:

Cash

Check #

Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?
If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

Amount Paid: $
Comments:

The Weekly Challenger
Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

(727) - 822-8996

CALLTODAY
"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

Make Checks Pavable to: The Weekly Challenger

j
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HISTORY

my recipe for living, my history.

Elizabeth Omilami

Humanitarian, Social Advocate, Crusader
Hosea Feed the Hungry and Homeless | Atlanta, Ga.
Main Ingredient Passion
Elizabeth Omilami’s commitment to the
homeless, the hungry and the working

poor was sparked long before she assumed

leadership of Hosea Feed the Hungry and
Homeless, the organization founded by her

father. Believing “Whenever we. get too big
to do the little things, we have lost the real
meaning of life,” Elizabeth’s mission is to

provide more than hot meals, but also
hope for a better life.

Publix.

WMC # I H0 P MH8

US A H 8 * I 0 »

www.publix.com

Asset Management, In<

